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Preface
The materials in this packet were complied for parents, teachers, people with
disabilities, administrators/superintendents, and other individuals interested in
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provide the latest thinking on this subject. This information package is designed
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INTRODUCTION

ibis information packet was designed to address the many perspecfNes
involved in generating inclusive education. The sections will prove useful to teachers,
parents, administrators, therapists, advocates, and others who are interested in
achieving inclusive educational opportunities for students who have disabilities.

The booklet includes three sections. Part I begins with personal accounts of
two children for whom good educational experiences have been created. Following
these case studies, are articles which address the issues of creating these experiences

from the district, school, and classroom levels. Also included is an article on the
McGill Action Planning System which outlines the process for planning on behalf of a
particular child. Finally, Part I concludes with a summary of the factors to consider in

the process of creating inclusive education.

annotations and lists resources by topic.

Part II is a bibliography which includes

PARLI
SELECTED READINGS

SAMPLE CASE STUDIES OF
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

JACKIE: A CASE STUDY OF AN ELEMENTARY STUDENT
by

Janet Duncan

Introduction
In a small elementary school (student population 300), located in a large urban
city in eastern Ontario, a relatively new approach has been taken to educate a young

girl who has severe disabilities. Jackie (a pseudonym) is ten years old, and has been
attending her neighborhood school for the past four years. Before this setting, she
attended a segregated special school for students who have developmental

disabilities. In 1985 Jackie moved to a group home which was located in the suburbs,
and was welcomed into her local elementary school.

Background Informaticm
The staff in this small elementary school were open to many suggestions from a

variety of people, especially Jackie's mother and the staff in the group home. Jackie

is well known for her sense of humour, and her willingness to try new things. Jackie
has many therapeutic needs that had been previously addressed !n a self-contained
therapy room (including physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy). In

the new setting, support would be provided by professionals in these fields, on an
ongoing basis. Jackie also uses an augmentative communication system that requires
monitoring by speech therapists as well as technicians (for maintenance).

Jackie has

cerebral palsy, which for her means that she is in a wheelchair because of spastic
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quadriplegia. Her smile and personality attracts many people to her, and the
opportunity for developing meaningful friendships in this setting was extremely exciting

fc- everyone who knew her.

Who Is Jackie/
Jackie's entry into the school was initiated with a great deal of enthusiasm by

all. Several meetings were held with her mother, the school personnel, and the group
home staff. The school personnel included the teachers who would be involved with
Jackie directly, as well as those others who were interested in helping out, the
principal, the resource teacher, and special education consultants.

During the first meeting, a facilitator asjsted the group with a planning process
known as the McGill Action Planning System-MAPS (see bibliography section under

Friendships), whereby Jackie's life in school and the community was the theme. The
first central topic was determining who Jackie is, and gathering information regarding

her interests, and what her school needs might be. A delightful image of Jackie
emerged: beautiful smile, attractive child, knows what she wants, is determined, is
patient, loves younger children, and expresses her emotions (to mention just a few).

Some of her school needs were: to have friends during school (and after school), to
relax at certain times of the day, to continue to improve her communication skills, to
attend classes following a regular grade four curriculum (with modifications made in

class), and to help out in a junior kindergarten class.
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Jackie's New Schedule at School
Based on the preliminary planning meetings, the teaching team decided to

introduce Jackie to a wide variety of school opportvniti as. There ware some hunches
about certain things that Jackie might enjoy, but the firs-t half of the year was meant to

be flexible for Jackie. Given this, the following activities were highrghted for Jackie:

regular grade four class, physical therapy to be done on an daily basis (in class) while
students are engaged in sustained silent reading, participation in intramurals after

school, Brownie meetings once a week, and chorus.

IRE

ACTIVITY

8:30-8:45

Arrival, met at bus by two friends, proceed to locker, remove coat,
gather materials for day (with help).

8:45-9:00

Opening exercises in class (prayer, a.m. announcements,
attendance). Takes attendance to office with another student.

9:00-9:45

Language Arts actvity. Sits at table with three other students,
works on projects with them (cooperative effort).

9:45-10:00

Goes to locker with another student. Gets coat on for recess,
returns to class, and is dismissed with classmates.

10:00-10:15

Recess, accompanied by two friends on playground.

10:15-10:40

Returns to locker, removes coat with assistance. Range of motion
exercises during silent reading (in class).

10:40-10:50

Personal care in washroom with attendant.

10:50-11:15

Social Studies, Science. Sits with group at table, and contributes
to group.

11:15-11:45

Mathematics. Sits at table, works on own math skills that are
functionally based.
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11:45-12:00

Relaxation before lunch. Out of wheelchair and repositioned in
class. Listens to relaxing music with headphones.

12:00-1:00

Lunch in school cafeteria. Sits with friends, is fed by teaching
assistant Chooses dessert and drink from menu. Eats food that
is prepared at home and sent in lunch bag.

1:00-1:15

Personal care with teaching assistant in washroom.

1:15-1:45

Physical Education, Music, Art, or Religion (alternating)

1:45-2:15

Assists with grade one class. Relaxation time, repositioning in
class. Listens to stories read by other children.

2:15-2:30

Recess outside with classmates.

2:30-2:45

Personal care in washroom with Teaching Assistant

2:25-3:15

Language Arts with classmates. Completion of morning
work/project.

3:15-3:30

Preparation for home and dismissal.

Description of Classroom Activities
All of Jackie's therapeutic needs were addressed as imbedded goals wherever

possible. In other words, with the exception of physiotherapy, all of the speech and
language goals, the occupational goals were incorporated into her daily classroom

routine. This allowed for generalization of skills, as well as teaching the skills in a
meaningful enviroi ment for Jackie. Physical therapy goals were met through daily
range of motion exercises that incorporated into classroom routines. Also, whenever
Jackie put on her coat, or participated in her personal care routine, motor skills were

blended into these naturally occurring events. Opportunities for Jackie to relax out of
her chair were provided to maximize Jackie's level of comfort, and was done in such a
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way as to include her in other activities, not to isolate her with therapeubc equipment

A bean bag chair wiM some support pillows and sandbags, along with a gym mat,

were all the necessary equipment
Jackie uses an augmentative communication board, which was developed for

her by a speech therapist and an electronics technician. It consists of a 16 picture
display (4X4 matrix), with LED lights illuminating each square. An interface switch

(from TASH) connected to the board allows Jackie to select the picture/symbol of her
choice. She communicates with people by first gaining their attention (with a call

switch), and then pointing to a picture. Her squares include basic vocabulary, as well

as pictures of ethos in the classroom and photos of people. it is hoped that she can
progress to a larger matrix in the future. Until then, she consistently eyepoints to

objects and other pictures when she is presented with these choices. The students in
the class are adept at understanding Jacide with her board and eyepointing.
In Language Arts, Jackie frequently helped to select stones that the class would

read. The teacher structured the class based on a cooperative learning model, and
the students frequently switched partners or groups, on a rotational basis, so that
everyone had an opportunity to work with each other. Each day the teacher would
select parts of the activity that could be accomplished by Jackie (direct selection most

often). The students found ways of encouraging Jackie to assist them too.
In Mathematics, while the students were working with number facts and basic

operations, Jackie was learning to use a calculator, as well as listening to tile lesson

regarding number facts. Her adapted calculator and interface switch were placed on

her tray at the table with her work group. Another student would enter her responses
on her work sheet for her.
The teacher had all students involved in daily classroom routines (passing

papers, cleaning brushes, etc.). Jackie's responsibilities included taking the daily
attendance sheet to the office, and helping the grade one class as a reading buddy.
In physical education class, Jackie helped to keep score with another student if
games were being played, or she would often play modified games with her

classmates. For example, in soccer, a student would push Jackie in her wheelchair
around the field, and Jackie would "trapTM the ball with her chair. Once again, the

students often thought of their own fiiodifications to the games.

In music and art, Jackie would be ass:sted by other students. Music is often
filled with lessons about listening, so very little had to be done to modify these

lessons. Art projects were a cooperative effort and students assisted her sometimes
with full hand-over-hand assistance. Choice-making and active participation were
goals for Jackie in these classes.
Religion class also focussed ,;r1 listening, and participation. During liturgy

periods Jackie played a role in helping to distribute materials. Once again, her
presence was considered to be valuable to the class.

Jack le's Friends
A great deal of the success of Jackie's involvement is directly related to her

friendships with other students. An outsider looking in on her class would be left with
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the impressior. that Jackie was one of the most popular students in the class. She
always had a group of students hanging around her.
Initially the teacher asked a few students to do little things with Jackie, such as

meeting her at her bus in the morning. Then the teacher would ask another student
to help Jackie take the attendance to the office. Slowly, but surely, each child had an
opportunity to do different things with Jackie throughout the day. The teacher spent
some time teaching the students how to use Jackie's communication system with her.
She also discussed with them what Jackie's disability means for Jackie and her

participation (in a humanistic way that did not discourage the students). All aspects of
Jackie's disability were dealt with as the questions arose. Very soon the students
came to accept Jackie as a full member of their class.

In particular there were four girls who became quite close to Jackie. They were
the ones who thought of the after st.hool activities, including Brownies, sleep-overs,

arid other get-togethers. These students would approach the teacher and ask her for
help in planning events, or just to share their ideas with her. Once the students felt
comfortable contacting Jackie at home on their own, the teacher was relied upon less
frequently to help plan their leisure time.

Staffing Model
In this setting the grade four teacher became the central teacher in planning for

Jackie's academics. The grade four curriculum was examined by this teacher, along
with a resource teacher and a special education consultant. Wherever possible, the
goals were met in naturally occurring classroom activities. A creative approach was
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taken by the teacher and the modifications were made. Regular meetings with
consultants also helped the teacher to meet the objectives with Jackie's there, lutic
needs.

A teaching assistant was requested at the outset to help provide support in the

classroom for Jackie. This person helps with Jackie's personal care needs, and helps
her with her lunch routine. The assistant maintains a low profile within the class, and
only assists Jackie when necessary ( e.g. transfers from wheelchair to the beanbag

chair, gathering equipment, ensuring that the interfaces are working). The teaching

assistant helps the teacher with all of the students, not just with Jackie. The range of
motion exercises are done by the teaching assistant as well (after being taught by a
physiotherapist).

Conclusion
Jackie's school day looks very different today than before she attended her

home elementary school. She now has many friends who come over to her house to
play, and she sees her classmates when she goes shopping in her neighborhood. All
of this has happened because some educators, administrators, and a parent were

committed to making this work for Jackie. The plan also was supported and well
received by the group home staff where Jackie lives.

It is important to recognize that group home staff can play an active and
important role in facilitating school friendships with their residents. These staff
members made it a point to know when Jackie's friends had their birthdays, so Jackie

could send them cards; they also opened the doors to Jackie's friends by hosting
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parties (even sleep-overs) for them; transportation issues were solved by creative

planning, which enabled Jackie to go to her friend's homes, or to the movies. The
teacher also helped to bridge the communication between the friends and the group
home staff, until their own means of communication was solidified.

The principal of Jackie's school once said to a group of other administrators,
NOur school has been greatly enhanced by Jackie's presence. The school climate is
more warm and inviting, and I can't imagine our school without her."

9
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MIKE: A CASE STUDY OF A SENIOR HIGH STUDENT
by

Janet Duncan

Introduction
In a medium-sized high school (student population approximately 1200), located

in Ottawa, Ontario, the staff and students have welcomed a student who has a
developmental disability. Mike (a pseudonym) has been attending his neighborhood

high school for the past three years. Previously he attended a segregated school for
students who have developmental disabilities. Since his family had always had a
strong presence in their local community, it only made sense to Mike's parents that he
attend his local school. After preliminary plans were made, that dream became a
reality for Mike in the spring of 1986.

Background Information
Initially Mike's parents were told by several concerned professionals that their

son would not benefit from attending a regular high school program. Mike had a
reputation of having a temper and being too affectionate (in high school he would
undoubtedly be "all over the girls"); he also needed speech therapy. Physically Mike is
very handsome, and is in good condition after many years of playing sports in local
community leagues. Another major concern was that other students would tease him,

which would give him an opportunity to display his temper. Mike's parents thought
that what he needed most of all, was to have proper role models, and to develop his
friendships with people his own age who did not have a disability.
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Because of their disseisfaction with their school board's response to their
request for integration, the parents decided to send Mike to a parochial high school in
their own neighborhood which did accept all students, regardless of disability.

Who Is Mike?
With the help of an outside facilitator, several meetings were held in Mike's

home, and in his new school, to figure out what Mike's school day would look like
(using MAPS-McGill Action Planning System). Mike and his parents always attended

these meetings. Tha school personnel who attended these meetings included the
principal, the resource teacher, some interested teachers, and a school board

consultant (special education). All of the people wero committed to having Mike
succeed in his new school environment.

The first meeting was focused on the question of: "Who is Mike?", and finding
out what his talents and needs were. Mike's parents led the discussion by sharing
their vision of Mike's future, which includes having a good job, and living on his own in
an apartment. Some of Mike's strengths were: responsibility, good self esteem,

leadership, and following instructions. A few needs were also discussed: temper,
teases, too affectionate, interrupts others, and he needs to learn how to ride a bus on

his own. A list of descriptors helped the group to determine how Mike's program
would take shape.

tallie's New Schedule at School
The team and Mike decided that he needed to do the following things at
school: participate in intramurals, improve reading skills, have a locker, attend
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industrial arts classes, develop writing skills, work with computers, attend religion
class, attend physical education, improve money handling skills, join the drama class,
and attend a literature class.

This school is divided into two terms (or semesters) and each day contains four

periods that are approximately 75 minutes long. Homeroom period is 30 minutes in
length. Mike's current grade ten curriculum includes the following courses:
SEMESTER ONE

SEMESTER TWO

Keyboarding

Literature

10:00-10:30

Homeroom

Homeroom

10:30-11:45

Drama

Religion

M.M.*

11:45-12:30

Lunch

Lunch

12:30-1:45

Physical Education

Physical Education

1:45-3:00

Vocational Education

Vocational Educution

Time
8:45-10:00
IN.M.M...1111...

In keyboarding Mike learned to use a standard keyboard for typing, as well as

specific computer skills on a Macintosh computer. He followed the teacher's
instructions for the class, and when he required additional help, a teacher's assistant

or a classmate would provide him with that help. During homeroom class the students
receive the morning announcements, attend assemblies, take attendance, and

complete work that has been assigned to them. At this time Mike received additional

help with math skills (using a calculator, writing cheques), and language skills (reading

and wilting, and filling out application forms), with the help of a teacher's assistant.
In physical education, drama, and religion, the curriculum did not need to be

modified to any great extent. Mike participated in group work in all of these classes,
and he wrote tests that all the other students wrote. The only difference was that Mike
was given additional time to complete the tests, and on occasion he was tested orally.

The Canadian Literature mime gave Mike an opportunity to hear rich
language, and to improve his Jwn diction. The teacher employed a co-operative
learning style which enaNed Mike to participate in group work and projects to the
fullest extent. The speech and language pathologist met with the teachers to discuss
Mike's goals for speech development. These speech goals were embedded skills in
all of his classes, and were monitored by the consultant.

Work OpportunIties
Through vocational education at school, Mike has had the chance to work in
various places: for the Mayor's office, delivering inter-office mail, and photocopying;
McDonalds, where he held various duties; local grocery store, stocking shelves, and
packing groceries; and working at a local elementary school with the custodial staff.

Each job provided Mika with a variety of experiences, and he is now hoping to work
for another small business. Each job typically lasted for the entire semester, with the
option of continuing the placement if desired.
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Mike's Friends
One of Mike's parent's concerns was that Mike had very few friends in his

neighborhood and that as a consequenc3 he was often lonely. Mike wanted to make

new friends in the high school. To this end some teachers approached a couple of
students who expressed an interest in Mike. Being fairly gregarious fellows, they

thought that it would be fun to have Mike around their group. One student said that at
first he wasn't too sure how nice he "had to be" towards Mike. He quickly reported
back to his teachers that, "I don't have to treat him any differently than the other guys.
He's just like one of the guys nOW.TM As was previously mentioned, Mike has a

fondness for members of the opposite sex. The girls weren't sure if they should
tolerate Mike's advances. Finally, one girl was heard saying, "For God's sake Mike,

you just can't do that here! A handshake would be a fine way to greet me, but not a
kissl"

AUL School Activities
Mike has a job at the local grocery store during the week and on th?

weekends. He got this job partly through his work during a school placement for cooperative education, and also because the store manager valued his work and effort.

Through his earnings at the store, Mike saved up enough money to go on a school
trip to Washington, D.C., and to buy several other items for himself.

Now that he has more friends, and pocket money from his job, Mike often goes

to movies with his friends, school dances, as well as sporting events. His parents
commented that, *the phone is always ringing for Mike now," and his speech has
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improved dramatically, even to the point where he has picked up several slang
expressions!

Staffing Mode(
The school administration felt that Mike might need help in addition to the help
he would receive from his teachers and peers. Therefore a full-time teacher's

assistant was hired to work under the guidance of the senior resource teacher. The
resource teacher acted as a coordinator for Mike's IEP, planning meetings, and
helped to modify the curriculum content along with input from the specific teacher for

those courses. The teacilers met on a regular basis to ensure that Mike's goals were
being met. Meetings took place during school hours, when teachers had planning
and evaluation time.

The teacher assistant's role was to help Mike make connections with other

students. He felt that it was very important to give Mike an opportunity to learn things
on his own, without the constant "shadowing" of an assistant. The assistant was
always in the background, helping the teacher with other tasks and students. This
was also true during vocational education; the assistant merely aqcompanied Mike

until such a time that Mike felt he couici do it on his own. The T.A. was also
responsible for helping Mike organize his homework and assignments, and to meet
with the teachers on a regular basis to discuss Mike's progress (along with the
resource teacher). Tests were written during class time as usual, but if Mike needed
additional time, the T.A. would assist him with the test in the resource room.

6
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Mike's Future
Mike's school day looks markedly different today compared to three years ago.
He has been given a chance to develop in ways that were unimaginable to many
people. His self-confidence has soared; he has meaningful friendships; he takes the

bus on his own; he has a real, paying job and he has dreams for the future. During
another planning meeting with his teachers and parents, Mike said that he wants

independence, to continue to work, to have an apartment with some friends, and to be

happy. Judging by the way things are today, he will realize his dreams.

Conclusion
What can we learn from Mike's story? The first thing is that his parents had a
dream for Mike's education that was quite different from the practice at the time. With
help from some interested teachers, and the support of a principal, their ideas

became a reality. This high school has a strong commitment to providing an
education to anyone who wishes to attend, regardless of disability. This philosophy is
clearly stated, and is endorsed by the administration and faculty.
We can also see how with some creative planning, flexibility, and determination,

curricula can be adapted to meet the needs of all students, regardless of disability.
Traditional math classes can be adapted so that a student can work on modified skills.
Not everyone is a star athlete, but some students can keep score for other teams, or
participate cooperatively. Virtually any goal can be met through curricular adaptations,
along with the desire to make these changes.

7

Finally, friendships were the most significant improvement in Mike's life. Many

students have said that their school's spirit and climate has been enhanced with

Mike's presence. Indeed one student said that it was a privilege to have known Mike.
According to Mike, there's no point in being in the community if no one knows that
you are there.

8
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS WELCOME
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
AS FULL MEMBERS
by
Linda Davern
and
Roberta Schnorr
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Public Schools Welcome
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as Full Members
by Linda Davern and Roberta Schnorr
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Agrowing number of schools and

tant for the general knowledge develop-

districts across the United

ment of these children and young adults as

States and Canada are moving

well as the following:

in the direction of welcoming
all childrenregardless of their learning,
physical or emotional characteristics
(including students with the most severe

dissbilities)as full members of their
schooi t7ommunities. Full membership
means that children are based in regular

classes and participate in a variety of
learning activities with children without
disabilities while pursuing individual goals
appropriate to their success in the present
and future. The parents of these children

and the school staff involved in such
efforts believe that inclusion" is impor-

activities in schools. It is here that chil-

Language/Communication Development. If we expect students with special
needs to develop effective verbal language

(or other forms of communication), these
students need to be immersed in rich language environments with their nondisabled
peers.

dren can learn from each other. Every par-

ent and teacher knows that childrtn and
young adults imitate each other. In order
for students to develop the critical social
skills which are vital for success in work
and personal life, children and young
adults need role models throughout their
day and throughout their school years.

Social Skills Development. A long
term goal for our children is to live and
work successfully in their communities.
For children with disabilities, this same
goal applies (although they may need

BEST COPY AV /Zia

additional support). The appropriate place
for such preparation is regular classes and
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Building Friendships. Friendship is
very important in the life of a child or
young adult. It is an integral port of their
sense of well-being. In order to develop
friendships, children need daily shared

CHILDREN TODAY Volume 20 Number 2
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time and experiences with others their age.
Schools can be a source of friendships that

last a lifetime.
It is interesting to listen to what parents

have to say about "inclusion" and their
children:

"Now what has integration meant for
my son Daniel?2 Well first of all, Daniel

likes sameness and familiarity. He has

come all students as full members are
They're going to help him scrub his finding ways for students to work on the
teeth, participate in selecting what he individual goals which are important for

work in the home where he lives.

wears, and comfort him when he Ls IR
they'll be involved in very personal and
intimate ways in his life. Some of them
will be growing into positions of responsibility. They'll be running the program
he's in. Some of them are going to be
moving into positions of bureaucracies

them. while remaining with students with-

out disabilities throughout the day. To
show how teaching staff achieve this. we
will present information on Jamal. a first
grader.
In Jamal's first grade class there are two

teachers. Six students with special needs
been able to walk in the exact same
th." be directing policies that will are members of the class. One of the
footsteps as his brother and sister,
which is something I never imagined determine the kinds of programs he's teachers is certified in special education
was possible when he was two years old. in. I think they will serve him better and one is certified in both special and

Both his older brother and sister went
to (the same elementary, middle and
high school] and it has been just lovely
that Daniel has been able to follow th-:
same pattern of schools. The development of language has been just tremendous because he has been surrounded
by normal speechbombarded with it
six hours a day.
"What has integration meant to our

and be richer human beings themselves regular education. Schools and districts
because they've had the opportunity of moving in this direction have worked out a

spending time with students like
Danielbecause that was part of their
normal school career."

variety of staffing arrangements to meet
the needs of students. Sometimes a consultant teacher will periodically meet with
the regular class teacher to assist in plan-

How Are Individual Education Programs Carried Out in Regular Educa-

ning for a student(s). In some situations, a
teacher assistant will help in the classroom

tion Settings?

all or part of the day.
Jamars teachers belielig-it is important

By law, each child and young adult who
is identified by a school district as having

family? First, it has made a big difference in how isolated and different a "handicapping condition" has an Indi-

to create an atmosphere where all children

developed by school staff and parents (and

others at the end of the day. These

hopefully students). Schools which wel-

teachers are open to new approaches and

and lonely and set apart we felt
because we really did feel that way
when he was young.... I would say

vidual

can learn actively, have fun doing it, and
(I.E.P.) leave feeling good about themselves and

Education Program

what is most Important is that hic school

and work experiences combined have

taught us as a family that Daniel is

IIMV?

e MVP"'

capable of leading a reasonably ordinary day-to-day lifelike the rest of us.

It1011.
44'

When he was little it seemed impoesible

401,11W

that he could lead a kind of 'regular
life.' It has helped us feel hopeful and
guardedly optimistic about his future."

4

4N"

14)
How does the presence of students with

v.ot:14

special needs affect other students at
school? The majority of students in our
public schools learn very powerful lessons
when students with special needs are separated from them. Since they do not get to
know these students well, they often come

!-

to believe that these children and young
adults are different and scary. and should
be separated from them. When students

with differences are not in their classrooms. these classrooms do not reflect

1.1e-

,

IA"

society and do not adequately prepare our

children for the future. If we want graduates who welcome othersregardless of

their learning, physical or emotional
charactensticsas neighbors. co-workers

and friends, daily shared experience
among students will be essential. As one

1 fa

parent expressed it:

"These (graduates are going to be his
job coaches: they may be the staff that

Practice makes perfect wish At help of fellow musklan.
1
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are always changing and improving how

they organize their classroom and
activities.

Jamal has individualized goals on his
education plan. A sample of some of the
goals follows:

indicating choices in a variety of
situations;

responding to greetings with a wave

or a "high five" (he has no verbal
speech):

learning to tap people on the shoulder
when he wants their attention:

using a "language board" with pictures and a few words on it (for exarnr't.

"yes." "no");
understanding an increasing number

of gestures and "signs" (for example.
"now." "later." "more." "finipad'');
attending to books and being able to

turn the pages (it is unclear how much
reading ability he has);

using a picture schedule of activities
for the day and moving towards the proper
activity area when needed:

use of a notebook.) Jamal and the other him and ask him to pi.ac up the blue one to
first graders have a few minutes to color with. He is learning a lot about lan-

"cruise" the room. There are lots of guage in this and all class activities.
books and activities around the room and
it's a great time for kids to connect with
each other.
8:45 The entire class divides up into partners who read books together for a few
minutes. Jamal's partner brings two books

10:00 All students take a break for the
bathroom and a drink at the water fountain

at this time. Jamal will line up with the
other children. but will need assistance
and may take longer in the restroom.
10:15 There are a variety of activities dur-

over, and he picks one of the two by ing reading time. Sometimes children
pointing to it. He will turn the pages while

she reads aloud. She (or a teacher) may
ask him to point to pictures. Since the
class desks are placed in clusters of four.
children spend a lot of time during the day

talking and learning from each other in
both formal and informal ways.

9:00 On some days. students are paired
for "class jobs." On this particular day.
Jamal and a partner will take the attendance cards and messages down to the
office. These jobs teach all students to
take responsibility for the smooth functioning of the classroom. After this, the

whole class reviews the calendar and

develop a class "big book" with a page
about each of them. His teacher may write

home to ask what Jamal's favorite TV
show is. or what he likes to do with his
family so that his page can be completed.
Since his classmates are getting to know
him so well, they can fill in some information like. "What's my favorite food?" He

can use thc "yes:no" section on his language board to tell them if they are right.
and to answer questions about other reading stories.

11:15 Jamal needs to visit the nurse to
receive his medication. An adult points to
the picture of the nurse on his schedule to
make the destination clear, and they walk
together to the nurse's office. Afterwards.

handing a money pouch over to the
lunch cashier when he gets his lunch:
progressing with his toilet use skills:

schedule for the day. At the same time, an
adult or a student will help Jamal put his
schedule pictures in the proper order for
his day.
9:30 During a penmanship lesson. the students sit in groups of six. Jamal will pass

picking up and chewing his food: and

OW the papers to each child in his group as

skills.

directed by the teacher. He is learning to
associate their names and faces. He is also
working on his "grasping" skills. Later,
an adult will put two colors of crayons by

12:00 All children are involved in Learn-

other motor development goals. such
as using his forefinger and thumb to grasp
things. and sitting on the floor and getting
up as needed.

he returns to class, walks down to the
lunchroom and sits with friends. An adult
assists him with getting his lunch. paying

the cashier and developing his eating
ing Centerscenters set up in the corners
of the room with educational activities for
individuals or small groups. Sometimes an

Many of the goals above are considered

"functional skills"that is. skills that are
important in his day-to-day life. Opportunities to address these functional skills
already exist in the daily routines of 211
students (e.g.. taking care of personal

4

belongings, taking off and putting on COWS

and hats. using the restroom. using the
cafeteria and eating lunch). Jamal receives
more focused instruction during these routines than most of his classmates who are
independent in these activities.

1r4111Cr

-

In developing his daily schedule. his
teachers and therapists have looked for all
possible opportunities throughout the day

I

fp

ser

to work on the goals mentioned above.
Below is a schedule of a typical day:

-r

14

8:30 Jamal arrives at school. greets his

classmates (with help). and receives
d

instruction unzipping the pack he carries
back 2nd forth to school, getting his lunch
money out, and bringing his notebook to

Mal

the teacher's desk. (His parents and
teachers communicate daily through the

"How about right here?"stadessts amide each otker's work.

28
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occupational therapist will join a small inclusive programs is not limited to young
group at a Learning Center to work with children. In inclusive education programs.
Jamal on specific skills. On other days. students with special needs continue to
his teachers prepare a -cooperative learn- progress from grade to grade with their

... It's pretty good to have her in class. I

classmates. When they complete elementary school, students transition to middle,

One time, I was helping her and she was

ing" lesson.3 The class is divided up into
small groups which include students of
different race and sex, as well as different
learning and personality characteristics.
Group membership sometimes remains

and later, high school with familiar
classmates.
Students with disabilities in middle and

the same for several months so that the high schools have individual schedules
students develop a sense of group cohe- like other students. Teachers and parents
sion. Students learn positive interdepend- help students select courses which will
ence by sharing goals and materials, and allow them to address their individual
taking on different role assignments. goals and interests. In some cases, an
Jamal is also given a role when these additional teacher or teacher assistant is
lessons occur, although tf.-e way he partici- assigned to a class that includes one or
pates may look different from his peers more students with significant need:. in
(e.g., he uses a name "stamp" to sign his order to provide support or make adaptaname. he gives members a -high five" to tions in the curriculum. Some older stuencourage them. instead of using words).

dents may receive instruction in functional

One of the teachers provides support to skills in the community for one or more
periods a day in addition to the regular
him and his group.
12:55 Jamal joins his classmates for art. classes they take (e.g.. weekly instruction
music, library or physical education class

in a community workplace. learning to use

at this time. A variety of rich learning the grocery store). Since the community is
a rich environment for learning for any
experiences occur in these classes.
1:30 Students usually have a math activity student, some teachers involve students
at this time. On some days. Jamal leaves
the room for a session with a related service provider (e.g.. speech therapy. physical therapy). On other days. his teachers

with-cWil special needs in such instruction,

and pose challenges to them related to

This student viewed her classmate as a

"fun person." She didn't even mention
Terry's disabilities. Terry is accompanied
to class by a teacher or assistant for support in her work. Terry is a young woman
who has severe physical disabilities and
does not speak. This girl and other classmates describe her not as "handicapped.but as "outgoing. friendly, and fun."

What Do Students with Disabilities
Learn in Regular Middle and Secondary School Classes?
Secondary students also have Individual
Education Programs with specific goals
determined. Students do not need to learn
the same content at the same level as their
classmates to benefit from attending regular classes. Many regular classes in middle

and high school offer rich learniag

Disabilities?

Many students are both positive and
number problems such as "eight minus
four." After the children determine the supportive of their classmates who have
answer, Jamal and his teacher will touch disabilities. Many students who have been
each block and count from one to four in in "inclusive" education classes in eleorder to "check" the answer. He is learn- mentary school believe that students with
ing one-to-one correspondence through disabilities should continue to be members
of their classes.

by getting his backpack off his hook and "Before I came here, they were in all our
bringing it to his desk. He will put his classes in elementary school. They're
notebook in the pack and re-zip it (with people too, just like us.... They should
assistance). On this day. his class will join be in more (regular) classes here."
another class to have a sing-along. He will a middle school student who has a
need to sit on the floor and get up after the classmate with autism in one of his sevsinging is finished. He greatly enjoys the enth grade class&
Yet this kind of acceptance can also be
songs and often claps along. At dismissal.
he walks with a partner and an edult to the heard among older students who have
classmates with disabilities for the first
bus.
It is clear that the "typical day- of this time in middle or high school. A high
first grade offers many opportunities for school girl describes Terry. a classmate
she met dunng her junior year. Terry had
Jamal to learn and grow.
always been in special education classes
prior to this year.

What Happens When Students Get
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helping meyou know how she does it. I
think we were doing abstract or asymmetrical forms on paper. And she was
having a fun time."

environments for modified academic and
other related skills (e.g.. communication
and social skills)as well as positive role

Do Middle and High School Students
as a "checker" for his math group. The Accept Cla ;mates Who Have

Older?
Shifting from "special" classes to

(wheelIchair didn't jit at the other ones.

and health concepts in a grocery store).

small group instruction. One day he works

this activity.
2:00 Jamal begins to prepare for dismissal

She sat at our table because her

their goals in school (e.g.. applying math

develop ways to incorporate him into

six children are using small cubes to solve

was kind of helping her in the beginning.

"She's real nice, you know. The way she
used to walk in and yell 'hi' to everybody

models.

Dave is a middle school student who
has autism. In his seventh grade social
studies class, many of his individual goals
were drawn from the same content as his
classmatesalthough he is not expected to

learn as many facts and details about
American history as most of the other stu-

dents. Participating in small group
activities and listening to his teacher's
presentations and class discussion contributed to his learning, particularly since his
reading skills are different from most others in his class.
Dave was also carolled in seventh grade
math. but received individual instruction
from a support teacher within the class. In
addition to his math goals. much of what
Dave learned in this class centered around
staying "focused" and learning appropnate social behavior in group settings. The
seventh grade math teacher commented on
what Dave had learned by the end of the
school year:
"His skills and behavior are much better
than when he came in 01 the beginning of

the school year ... In the very beginning

of the school year when he came to class,

not have verbal speech. After his first year
in a regular class, his teacher reported that
he "is well-liked and has made a number

positive effect on non-disabled people and
the general community."3

class activities even though the individual

growth over this year has been phenome-

of friendships." School is one of the few
places this student has opportunities to
make friends with people his age. One of
his classmates, a sophomore. described

nal ... It is unbelievable that he is the

Such efforts are not always easy to implement, and depend on adequate support for

the relationship:

same young man. He still demonstrates

both students and school personnelbut

distractions of the class. He can produce.

"Sam hangs with usme, Tom, Leon,
Ted. And we like rap, and he raps ...
He's pretty cool.... He's fun to bt with
... And he knows what we're talking
about ... Everybody wants Sam there.
When he's not there, everyone's like,

There's a tremendous amount of

'Where's Sam?' "

I didn't think I was going to make it ...
He would hit himself or he would make
noises ... or he would get out of his seat
and ask me something ... He would talk

out loud instead of whispering ... His

those behaviors ... He still has those
days. But his productivity has tripled

...

I mean he can sit through a class and
work ... Now, he can work through the
improvement ...

Sam's music teacher discussed the

"At the beginning of the year, I ques-

impact his presence had on other members
of this high school class:

All students can benefit from regular

goals for some may be quite different.

the benefits for all students are substantial.
As one regular education teacher noted:

"Above all, we want our kids to show
concern for others, now and in their
future days. Typical kids in integrated
classrooms benefit because these goals
are as much a part of their daily classroom experience as the 'academics.' In

reality, I believe the academics are
enhanced because of these goals. "6

... But

"If we learn to deal with it [disabilities]

the interaction, the letting" part of the

and associate with it, and identify with it,

And this teacher observed:

class, the knowledge of the need to func-

then it's much easier for us to cope....
There are kids that learned to love him
and accept him that probably never had
to deal with handicapped people at all.

"I believe that ail kids have a right to be
in inclusive classroomsto be educated
with their peers. When everybody in a

tioned whether he should be here

tion within a group, even if he's doing
something totally different ... to be able
to walk into a crowd and do what you
need to doI mean that's part of everyday living.... And I think that as educators, placing him in situations like this

five different times a day can only
help..., hopefully it will transfer into
everyday functioning in groups and
crowdsand being able to deal with
other people."

One high school student. Sam. who had
always been in special education classes.
began taking a regular music class during
his third year in high school. This young
man lives in a state institution for people
with developmental disabilities. He has
extensive physical disabilities and appears
to have intellectual disabilities. He does

ARuru

sounds, be it good sounds or bad sounds,

anti people are willing to accept these

forms of communication.... These
things all had an impact."

Summary
As noted in a parent newsletter. the
inclusion of children and young adults
with disabilities with other students in our

schools will result in "an ever widening
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I. These and the two quotes from parents
that follow are drawn from A. Ford. E. Erwin.
L. Davern. R. Schram D. Bikkn and J. Black
(pes. ). Proceedings of the School Leaders'

lastitute on Inclusive Education. Inclusive
Education Project. Syzacuse University and
Syracuse City School District.

2. The names of students have been
changed.

3. D.W. Johnson. R. Johnson. E. Holubec
and P. Roy. Circles of Learning. Alexandria.
Va.: The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 1984.
4. These and the quotes that follow were
gathered as part of a research project related to

regular secondary classes which include students with disabilities.

5. P. Messer and L. Sommerstem (Eds.).
Parent Network Connections: Parents Help
Parents. 3 (2). p. I. Summer. 1989
6. This and the following quote are taken
from the Proceedings of the School Leaders'
Institute on Inclusive Education. Inclusive
Education Project. Syracuse University and
Syracuse City School Distnct.
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ALL STUDENTS BELONG IN
THE CLASSROOM: JOHNSON
CITY CENTRAL SCHOOLS,
JOHNSON CITY, NEW YORK
by
Carol Berrlgan
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CENTER ON HUMAN POLICY

All students belong in the classroom: Johnson City Central Schools,
Johnson City, New York
by Carol Benign
In the soul= tier of New York State,
three bouts nonhwest of New York City, is
Johnson City. The city, with a population of

18,000, has the lowest socioeconomic
level in Broome County. In the early
1970s, under a new visionary superimendent, the school district was systematically
reorganized to raise standards and achieve-

ment. With the new model, which combined elements of good teaching, learning

and adminisuation, there was a dramatic
impovement in morale and staff effectiveness. The model, based on mastery learning. assumed that all students can learn,
and that learning will optimally occur, if
provided favorable learning conditions.

The stated mission of Johnson City
Central Schools became: "All students will
learn well." To this end, the staff developed
the following points, forming a belief sys-

tem which consititutes its philosophical
base.
1. Excellence for all, not just a few;
2. Prevention, rather remediation:
3. Optimism about learning:

4. Cooperative learning, rather than
competitive learning:
5. Inclusive programs. not exclusive:
6. Mastery learning, not mystery;

7. Trust, not fun
8. Success, not failure:
9. Validation phrases. such as. "All kids
have potential.""Johnson City students are
the best." in contrast to killer phrases, such
as. "Some kids are just dumb."

What about students with disabilities?
With the new model. Johnson city included

disvict children with mild and moderate
disabilities as part of the regular classroom. Special education teachers teamtaught with regular education teachers.
Students with special needs were interspersed among homerooms. Special education teachers worked with various ability
groups and had homerooms. In 1987, after
extensive soul-searching and much discussion, the administrators and faculty representatives made the decision to return students with severe handicaps to their school
district. New York State permits cFavicts to

purchase services for students with disabilities through a cooperative, and that is
what this district had done until then. The

super:menden:. Albert Kamm says:

"Philosophically, we are for inclusion.

ability to make schools real learning

Up to now, we thought it easier to separate
kids, to scud (kids with severe disabilities)

places. We don't have all the answers. We

outside the district. But we've seen the

learning. We look at change as a constant."

don't have the product. We're always

discrepancy in our philosophy. We are in-

In the fall of 1987, as school resumed.

duding all our kids. we want a complete
school system."

the twelve certified special education

At a two-day development conference in
August 1987, the new program adapted by
the disvict was represented to a large seg-

ment of the faculty, including a few new
special education and regular education

teachers. In his opening statement, the
Assistant Superintendent, Larry Rowe,
began his remarks by saying:
"We hired people who are: One, philosophically in tune: two, people who want to
grow and three, people who want to inte-

grate. We don't think we are the usual
school district. We're always growing,
always changing, always open to new
ideas. We deliberately planned it so that
special and regular education teachers
[will] be together for this conference, because we want to encourage you to team
teach. Just as we're not separating kids
with special needs, we're not separating
special education teachers. Everybody
takes responsibility for kids under our
guidance."
A regubr education teacher spoke up
and said:

"It sounded like family when Al and
Larry were talking. These children who are

severely handicapped and have been in

special schoolsor worsein institu-

teachers in the Johnson City School System were distributed as follow= Five in the
two elementary schools, three in the junior

high school and four in the senior high
school. The teachers, special and regular.
plan the models that work best for them.
Some work in vertical teams (e.g.. grades
K- 3), some in hceizontal teams (all one
grade), some special education teachers
are homeroom teachers, others use a consultant model.
In 1987 (the Bra year that atudents with
returned to the
severe disabilities
district. I made observations cn a kinder-

garten class of Harry L. Elementary
Schoo).There were twenty typical children
and four children with special needs: Two

had multiple handicaps and were medically fragile, one had autism and one had
severe learning disabilities and challenging behavior. The kindergarten staff included a regular education teacher, a special education teacher and two full-time
aides.
During that fall visit, there was excitement in the room because of its new conliguraticafour students with severe disabilities. The children were mixed at the
typical round kindergarten tables, and thc
two aides hovered protectively over the

tions. because there was no place fa them

two students with multiple handicaps on a

in Johnson City, are pan of our family.

one-to-one basis. However, on a return
visit in the spring. I found not only the
expected maturation of all the studenu
(with and without handicaps), but also a

We've got to change a bad situation. I think

we're up to it. h's not going to happen
overnight. I have twinges in my stomach,
but I do know that if it can be dale, keen be
done here. I am personally dedicated to
making it week, to being in the school more
than usual, to going into the classrooms for
help."
Assistant Superintendent Larry Rowe
commented:
"Institutions have trouble with change.
New ideas get stalemated. You've got to
have your buildings ready, your teachers,
students, your classes ready. We ask ourselves. 'How can we makc the school most
inviting for all kids?' Schad: can have the
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relaxed, comfortable staff and real sense of

classroom cohesion. One of the typical
students was assisting a student with multiple handicaps during snack time. One of
the aides was planting vegetable seeds with
a small group of four typical students and

one student with severe disabilities. Another typical student was holding the hand
of a child with multiple handicaps who is
blind, does not speak and uses a wheelchair. The typical student was interacting
with the student with diubilities through

hand squeezes. The typical student in-

formed me of her favorite sock food and
that of her friend. Three students, two typi-

cal and one wish autism were creating a
mural. Observing the regular teacher addressing the class. it was obvious that she
"took ownaship" of all her students. The
special education teacher spoke of the
power of Nig-modeling and student interaction. She also spoke of her increased job
satisfaction because of shared responsibility for all students, of not feeling isolated.
of no longer being labeled hereself.
The teacher made these commentt
"I support the direction and philosophy
of the school system. We do not stagnate.

Our =MS of teachers problem solve.
Many plans are tried and some arc put by
the wayside, and if one thing isn't working,
we do something else. One old notion that

we have stifled is that thae are 'my kids'
and 'your kids.' I taught in a special educa-

tion system, and when Johnson City announced they were bringing back their

lem? The system is willing so change if
necessary to accommodate the student.
The bouom line is that all are commhted to

keeping the student these, in the regular
clasnoom."
The school district embraces change as

an indicator of growth. All aspects of
school life are subject to change if change
increases the probability of developing a
better laming environment. The adtninis-

Int= will say dull, wen a scale of one to
ten, we may be a six and a half." This
attitude foster an openness to new ideas
that can benefit various groups in tht
school system.
Johnson City has made great strides in its

goal to be au inclusive school district.
While its leaders can take pride in their
model program, they also readily acknowledge the work that needs to be done. They
look ahead to see Johnson City adopting a

fuller community referenced program for

secondary school students. They look

kids, I think I was the &stone at the door to
apply. I knew how the commiunent of the

ahead to SW Johnson City evenly distribut-

top administrators filtered down through
the school to everyone: That all children
can learn, that special education is considered an integral pan of the system. not an
appendage."

among all CLISSC3. They look ahead to scc

When the decision to bring back all children to the school district was shared with

the Board a Education, some Board
members questioned whether the regular
education students would be deprived of an
optimal education.

Lam Rowe replied. "We would not be
giving your kid a total education if your
child were not in touch with kids (with
severe handicaps). It is a moral issue that
no one be segregated. It is required of us,
the administrators, to develop an emotional. as well as an intellectual commitment to our newest students."
The philosophy of It hnson City extends

beyond the child's ex; erience at school.
Johnson City believes that all children are a

ing the swdents with severe disabilities
all instruction and therapies occurring in
the classroom and not "pulled out."
It is powerful testimony to hear parents.
teachers and administrators speak of their
satisfaction with the direction of inclusion
that Johnson City Central Schools is following. The observe: senses a fulfillment
that happens when people strcogly feel
they are doing the "right thing."
This article was prepared by the Research
and Training Center on Community Integration. Center on H wain Policy. DivUion of Spe-

cial Education and Rehabilitation, School of
Education, Syracuse Univenity with support
from the US. Department of Education. 0 'Ike:
of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services. National Institute on Disability and Reha.

bilitation Research. through Cooperative
Agreement No. COORSCO.1503. No endorse-

ment by the US. Deparunent of Education of

the opinions =pressed heron should be in.
ferred.

part of the communiy where they live,
work and play, and tho scbcol should provide the child with strategies to function
successfully outside the school as well as
in.

A regular education teacher reported.
"We have full support aT the administration. We know our needs will act go unheeded."
A special educatica teacher remarked.
"Behavice management at Johnson City is
not just discipline. It is a problem-solving
process that is in place throughout the dis-

trict Is the problem a 'function of the
disability? Is it s decision problem? Is it a
matter of conflict between teacher and
child? Did an assignment cause the prob-
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IT HAPPENED BECAUSE
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Full Inclusion
at Helen Hansen
Elementar y School
It Happened
Because We Value All Children
H. James Jackson

In June 1986, the district director of special education asked me to at-

tenci a 1-week workshop on the integration of students with moderate or
severe handicaps. Because the workshop was scheduled for the first week
in July, which was the beginning of my summer vacation. I was not very
enthusiastic. I protested that I had no special education students in my
building and that I had no special education training. My protests fell on
deaf ears. and I made plans to attend the workshop.

My experience with special education classes was limited. I had

heard my fellow principals complain about than at administrative meetings. It seemed that they occupied an inordinate amount of time because
of busing, behavior, unusual needs, and scheduling. I had attended stafflags in which students had been identified, labeled, and placed in special
education classes. In these meetings. I frequently felt like a used car salesperson pitching the program and its benefits to parents.
As I reflect on it, this "sales pitch approach" bothered me but I accepted the idea that "these children" needed the protection of special
classes. Believing we were doing the "right thing." I added my voice to
the chorus of canned messages directed at the parents: "Your child will
do better in a smaller group," "Your child will be able to move at a slower
pace," and "Your child will be less frustrated."
161
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Suddenly, the salesperson for special education programs was being
asked to learn how to work with students with severe disabilities in a
"regular" school setting. I was not looking fonvard to the experience.

GETTING PREPARED
To prepare myself for the workshop, I read articles about integration. As I

did so, my mind harkened back to an evening about 6 months earlier
when, out of curiosity and because the meeting was held in my building,
I attended a gathering of parents, university staff, local district officials,
and state department representativei The meeting was a dialogue on integration in which a few parents spoke about their desire for their children to be integrated and some university staff encouraged the concept. It
appeared to me that district officials were resisting the integration of students from the area's segregated facility in regular school settings. The
parents, howevet were pressing the integration issue with the support of
the university staff and possibly a few people from the state department. I
heard comments by some school people about "unreasonable requests,"
"pushy parents," and "parents not accepting their children's handicaps."
I left the meeting confused.
I arrived at the first session of the 5-day workshop anticipating hear-

ing more about the problems associated with special education from
other administrators. From my readings I was beginning to understand
why some parents and some educators advocated integration of students
with special needs. I thought I understood the definitions of integration,
mainstreaming, and the least restrictive environment (LRE). During the
next 5 days, these ideas were clarified for me. Instead of complaining, the
administrators in the group listened, discussed, and decided they wanted
to be involved. Building administntors requested information on how to
integrate, not why to integrate.
One after another the speakers led us through their own awakenings. They described successes and benefits for all children, and they offered their support in our efforts. I left the workshop renewed, excited,
and ready for a new challenge.
EXPERIENCING INTEGRATION
At this time the plan was for integration, not full inclusion. Students with
moderate or severe disabilities were to be placed in self-contained classrooms in typical school buildings where they would experience some
contact with other students. We had been told it was important to place
the students near building activity centers where they would see and be
seen. Informational meetings were to be held for staff members: building
plans were to be prepared: integration committees, made up of parents
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and teachers, were to be formed. Once I had hired a teacher and decided
on a location for the classroom. I felt ready for the fall semetier.
Among myAugust mail was one letter containing a class roster for the
special class. The list included three Utile girlsAnn (4), Susan (5). and
Leah (7). On paper this list didn't look any different from our other class
rosters. I noticed that none of the children lived in our attendance area so
I called the director of special education to verify transportation availability He assured me that he would arrange transportation.
In our first staff meeting of the new year my comments concerned

the concept of communityeveryone belongs, and we could meet the
needs of all kids by working together and supporting one another. Heads

nodded in agreement

I also introduced the teachers for the spedal classes. We had received
four classes. There were two classes for students with learning disabilities, a classroom for students with behavior disorders, and a classroom for
students with severe disabilities. They represented a total of 31 students.
all of whom were from outside our school district. Accompanying the 31
students were four teachers and four associates.
The first day of school opened with the usual excitement and controlled confusion. Classes began for most students at 8:50 A.M. but some
of the students with special needs were not there. I got my first lesson in
having special education classes: These students do not arrive on time.
My second lesson came later in the day when most of these students left
15-30 minutes early.
Because I was busy getting everyone settled, this phenomenon ,did
not attract my attention until later in the week. When I called the director
of special education. I was informed that this was a common practice.
Some students traveled long distances and had to make connections with
other buses. Times of connections.could not be changed because the large
segregated spedal educational facility had different dismissal and start up
times and the buses had to meet their schedules. I provsted the situation
again and again and presented what I felt were all of the logical and reasonable arguments. Eventually. I concluded that I could do little about
arrival times. but I could determine when the children left. So. I told
teachers that all students were to leave at the regular dismissal time.
On the first day of my new plan the early buses began arriving.
When no students came out, the drivers called their dispatchers who in
turn called me. By the end of our conversation regular dismissal time was
at hand. For the day I had succeeded.
The next day my director called me and asked what had happened.
Once again I explained my position and urged him to see if he could
make some changes so the students with special needs could be in school
a whole day. At my request he pressed the issue and the next day departure times for all buses were moved closer to our dismissal time. The stu-
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dents had gained 15-30 minutes more school time, and I was promised
that arrival times would be studied also.
Although not dear to me then. I had witnessed for the first time the
devaluation of students with special needs by some educators. The idea
that these students did not need to be in school as long as other students
was the devaluation message that I found again and again as I worked
with students with spedal needs.
During that first year the school community accepted the students
with special needs, but, they were still 411 separate rooms, self-contained
for most of the day. The exceptions were art, physica! eciztcation, music,
lunch, and recess. The three little pioneers thrived. Their presence and
their progress encouraged me.
BEYOND INTEGRATION TO FULL DICLUSION

I experienced an awakening that I did not fully understand, but that I
now know to be inherent in concepts such as valuing all children and full
inclusion. Three little girls had changed my life forever. Hut this was just
the beginning.
Today at Hansen Elementary School in Cedar Falls, Iowa, students
with moderate to severe disabilities are members of regular classes where

they spend their entire school days working. playing, and living with
their friends. No child has been "cured" of a disability but in one small
part of the world, people are recovering from the ills of separation and
being restored to the good health of togetherness.
HOW DID IT HAPPEN?

It happened because the staff at Hansen Elementary School decided to
value, accept, and welcome all children a.s hill-fledged Integral members
of the school community It was that simple! However, some people will

want more "technical" information. The technical part "officially"
started with a letter to the state deparunent of education in October1989.
October 5, 1989

Steve Maurer
Bureau of Special Education
Department of Education
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
Dear Mr. Maurer:
I am writing to request consideration and approval of an Alternative Services Delivery System for a group of sit students with moderate to severe
handicaps assigned to Hansen Elementary School. The plan has been devel-
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opnd with the assistance of parents. U.N.I (University of Northern Iowa),
AEA (Area Education Agency), and LEA (Local Education Agency) staff.
We propose to integrate these students Into age-appropriate grade-level
classrooms for the duration of the scheduled day (Ie.. day for students of
kindergarten age and a full day for students in grades 1-6). The classroom
teacher will be the primary teacher for these students.
To facilitate these integrations, support from a teacher associate or the
special education teacher will be needed at times. Such activities as demonstration of techniques, direct teaching to groups that include identified students, consultation and collaboration with the classroom teacher. adaptation of materials, and meeting with nonhandicapped students to develop
interacdon mtegles and activities will be consideted appropriate support
by the special education teacher.
The teacher assodate's role will be to facilitate the placement of identified
students in the regular clauromn. The classroom teacher and special education teacher will direct the associate's activities toward this goal.
We are aware of the department's concerns regarding an associ.ste working with students without handicaps. It is our desire to respect this position.
However. I feel that facilitation is the key to our plan. Limiting the associate's

contact with other students in the classroom may hamper the integration
process. It is our desire to have the classroom teacher view the student who
is integrated 'as a regular member of the class and not as a visitor with a
"helper to take care of him or het Further. we want to inaease the opportunities for the integrated student to interact with peers and the classroom
teacher and not be totally dependent on the associate. One of the factors that
positively affects integration is a sense of community. It is easier to develop
this sense when a person learns to look to peers and others for assistance.
Under this philosophy it is possible that there will be times when the best
interests of the child 11..ing integrated would be better served by the regular
teacher while the associate tends to the needs of other students.
We believe that all students will benefit from the Alternative Services Delivery System we are proposing. For the identified students, being with regular education stud= will help them develcp behaviors, attitudes, and life
skills that will condnue to serve them as they move toward adulthood (i.e..
social interaction, taking responsibilities. finishing a task, communicating
needs, and developing friendships). We believe that learning these skills in a
natural setting is superior to learning them in simulation or isolation.
For the regular education students the establishmem of a positive comfort
level with people who are handicapped is a primary goal. Further goals include: learning to see the person first and the handicap second, understand-

ing the special needs of persons with handicaps and helping provide for
these needs without diminithing the individual, establishing real and lasung
friendships among students with and without handicaps. and helping develop an enlightened nonhandicapped citizenry that will support progress
for people with handicaps.
We realize that these goals are not new and that fine special education
programs in segregated settings have long held the achievement of these
goals to be basic to a successful program. It is our desire to determine if the
goals can be more effectively realized in a more natural setting enhanced by
the inclusion of the nonhandicapped population.
We recognize most needs for persons with and without handicaps are the
same. They involve dignity, recognition. friendship. success. and learning to
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deal with failure. We also know that handicapping conditions can present a
multitude of special needs. With these two ideas in mind we will evaluate
our program considering its overall effect on both populations by utilizing
feedback interviews and questionnaires with students, parents, and staff.

IEP evaluations will be performed to determine if and hew well special
needs are being met and what gains have been made.
Much of the evaluative data will, by netmity, be somewhat subjective.
Objective data in the area of integration time (pre. post), attitude changes
among students (pre, post), and parent responses regarding the strengths
and weaknesses of the program will be gathered. A team consisting of LEA
(Local Education Agency), AEA (Area Education Agmcy), and U.N.L (University of Northern Iowa) staff and parents will monitor the program. Meetings will be held in early November, February, and May for this purpose.
The LEA building administrator will schedule these meetings and prepare
an agenda that provides opportunities for input from all partidpar.ts.
Thank you for your encouragement and advice in our efforts to provide
the best educational opportunity for all students. I look forward to hearing
from you. Please contact me if further information or clarification is needed.
Sincerely yours,

H. James Jackson
Principal

WHAT HAPPENED?
I probably can best describe what happened by including an article. "A
Circle of Friends in a 1st Grade Classroom." written by Susan Sherwood.
a classroom teacher at Helen Hansen Elementary School and published
in Educational Leadership (Sherwood, 1990). In the article she describes
her thoughts and experiences with full inclusion.
Ann. Age 6. Severe multiple disabilities. Birth trauma. Head injured. Moderate to
severe mental disabilities. Hemiplegia to right side of body but ambulatory. No
rigid field vision. Small airman of lrn peripheral and antral vision. Color-blind.
Verbal.

Pacing back and forth in the entryway. I pondered the details in my mind.
As I anticipated Ann's arrival on the area agency education bus. I vacillated
betwem calm conviction and near panic. Three days before, the special edu-

cation teacher had greeted me with a request for a full-thne integration
placement. In light of my conviction to meet the needs of all students, my
answer was instantaneous. Now t wasn't quite so sure.
As a teacher of young children tor 18 years. I know that evert, class has a
wide range of abilities and problem. This particular group of 21 students
was no different. Their intelligence range. as measured by the Cognitive
Abilities Test was 137-168 (excluding Ann's evaluation). Shane was reading

at the eighth grade level. Sara had been diagnosed as learning disabled.
James as hyperactive. Mike was adept at mathematics problem solving;
Erica was a 6-year-old in puberty and so on. Indeed. Ann was not so different. All needed to belong to our classroom community and to accept their
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own strengths and limitations before they could freely accept others. To develop confidence, instill love of learning, and enhance self-concept the
teacher builds on each &lid% uniqueness.aeating a motivating and dialknghig annosphere where all children are free to work cooperatively, learn
from mistakes, take risks and rejoice in accomplishments. Such a classroom
community is a support system for each of its members.

Special educators coined the term "a drde of friends" to desaibe the

framework of peers, friends, and adults in the natural environment that surrounds a child with severe multiple disabilities and offers mainstream support Only the term Itself. however, is new to the classroom teacher who has
worked to build these relationships in his or her classroom all along.
Just as drdes of friends draw the lives of chtldren togethet networking
within the classroom links spedal educatots and regular educators together
in common goals. Our objectives for Ann were to help her (1) develop normal relationships and friendships with her peen; (2) build functional skills
through norms: 1st grade routines: and (3) continue work at her level toward functional academic life skills.
In social interactions. nonhandicapped children are good role models. By
observing what they see, students with handicaps tillitate appropriate social
behaviors and engage in fewer inappropriate ones. . . . I was amazed at the
ability of my students to provide smicture for Ann's activida in the absence

of an adult aide. For example. when Mike noticed that Ann needed assistane he would gather the necessary materials, quietly approadi her, and
firmly usect her task. On one occasion, when she flatly refused to participate. he unemotionally prodded her. "You have to because you're a 1st
grader. and these are the thingslst graders do." Then, without a pause. with
the same sense of purpose as an adult he directed her to trace the letters.
Of cov .se. to promote Ann's independence. we had to adzpt basic 1st
grade mataials to enable her to follow ditections and participate routinely.
For example. to allow her easy access to ha supplies. we affixed a wooden
block to the top other desk to hold pencils. crayons. and ha name stamp in
an upright position.
On some academic tasks such as tote counting by ones and fives to one
hundred. Ann was capable of full participadon. At other times, we struggled
aeatively to supply ha with parallel activities so that she could still feel part
of the group.
We also initiated the "facilitator of !earning" role for each supporting
adult on our classroom team. This means that their primary purpose was to
assist Annt integration: however, each team member was to support any
child when not directly involved with Ann. In this way, the other children
did not perceive Ann as hawing a special helper.
As I reflect on this past year. I know that Ann's life has been touched in
many ways by ha peers and teachers because she was afforded a fire and
public education in a regular classroom Yet the integration process isn't
easy At times. it can become all-consuming. With no right answas, however, we cannot allow ourselves to be consuained by past practice. Don't be
afraid to try We can capitalize on mistakes and transform them into learning experiences and opportunities to aeadvely solve problems. My vision
for education is students. parents. educators. and administrators working
cooperatively to make learmng positive and empowering for each student
within a regular classroom. (p. 41)
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FINAL COMMENTS

Readers interested in additional information on ti.e day-to-day operations of full inclusion at Hansen Elementary School are referred to Chapter 16 of this book. I should note here. howevet that our day-to-day experiences have strengthened our commitment to see Hansen Elementary
School become a community where everyone is valued and welcomed.
We are gradually looking past the labelsseeing students as children
rather than "disabled" versus "nondisabled" or "spedal" versus "regulaE" We are beginning to view all children simply as children, who need
to be valued, welcomed, and educated. each according to his or her
unique gifts and talents.
REFERENCE
Sherwood. S. (1990). A drcle of friends in a 1st grade classroom. Educanonal Leadmhip 48(3). 41.
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AIM.

about "the iabel"as if know-

More than two decades

ago when "main-

-

ing all about chromosomes and
the latest diagnostic terms
would somehow help teachers

streaming" sounded
like something new, planning

grants were awarded to schools
of education as an incentive to
include information on students
with special needs within their E.
teacher preparation programs.
At the time, mainstreaming .4
seemed a bold venture. Public

do what they needed to do in

schools, structured around the i
belief that most students were
"typical." had created unified
curricula for large groups of ...
such youngsters organized ac-1.

sultant 'I need to read some

their classrooms.

One teacher we know who
was told she soon would hate
two students with special needs
in her third-grade class said.
told the special education conscuff on Down Syndrome. And
Janie's autistic. OkaY. I need to
ek'a

read some stuff on autism.'
Then I'm reading about the 40
million different classifications

cording to age. Now someone ...:
was going to enter the class- '''...

of autism and it varies from...-

room who had special needs.
What could possibly prepare
teachers for this major shift in 4

child to child and IQ's vary with
Down Syndrome, and this is like
saving. 'Oh, ves. I'd like to have

expectations?
Surely, the first step was to ensure

a manual on the third-grader
please.' Right. ... Thev don't make

regular education teachers were

blueprints for kids!"

both more sensitive and more knowl-

Could one or two coursesor a series of inservice workshopsfocused
on various handicappmg conditions

edgeable about these new students
As a result, many teacher education
programs incorporated one or two
special education courses at the pre-

possiblv prepare the regular classroom
teacher for these new challenges?

service level, most likely dealing with

legal requirements and the charac-

Classroom Diversity
"I counted up that there are seven

conditions.

as students with severe disabilities
began to appear at the schoolhouse

kids in here that I feel are high-needs
kids besides Tyrone (a student with
Down SYndrome). Not high needs as
far as academics ... I consider Jessica

door. Again, our reacuon was to learn

a high-needs kid because things pit

teristics of various handicapping
More changes occurred in the 1980s
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break down so easil% for her."
This teacher touches on various issues of diversity in the 'regular" class-

commodate today's diverse student

proposition. Our society is full of

needs.

people who work together to solve

room with "typical" students. There
are other realities of diversin as well.
Gender can be a subtle but powerful
source of influence upon children if
teachers mirror socien's differential

cial education in meeting children's

stereonpes for boys and girls.

One-fourth of todav's Young children are living in poverty and do not
come to school read% to learn. Onefourth of today's ninth graders will
not graduate from high school four
rears from now.
Clearly, many children with and
without diagnosed handicapping conditions have tremendous needs, and

school mar be the one environment

that cculd be safe. nurturing, and
enaN:ng for young people who otherwise would find themselves in a dov.nward spiral.

The significant contribution of speneeds has been in developing a tech-

problems.
School offers children a time and a
place to learn how to be members of

nology of individualization. Special

societyhow to be part of working

educators can assess learning styles
and academic skill levels. identify social and behavioral needs, and orga-

groups. play groups, and communi-

nize the team around an individualized plan to meet both academic and
non-academic needs.
This technology can be a valuable

ties and how to make friends. This so-

cialization process is sometimes referred to as school's 'hidden agenda."

We take peer relationships for
granted without fully acknowledging

contribution to the regular class-

the crucial role friendships play in
preparing children for adult life. But

roomparticularly if the resources of

more and more, the implicit socializa-

Percentage of All Students with Disabilities
Ages 3-21 Served in Six Educational Placements
Komeillospikz1

Sown* 'dad
5.2% ""'N

Other aspects of diversity can and
should become sources of personal

0.9%

Rotdortiol
0.8%

i.

sustenance for children. Caltural,
racial, and linguistic diversity is a real-

ity that should be enriching for all
children and for our socien.
In the Svracuse. N.Y. Citv School
District, virtually half of the students
in the middle schools arc members of
a 'minority" group. In such settings.

Reboots room
37.3%

doss
24.4%

old ideas of mainstream versus minority cultures are neither descriptive nor

helpful.
Perhaps it is most fitting. then, that
terms such as mainstreaming and in-

tegration are giving wav to the concept of inclusion. Inclusion has no
conditions and makes no differential
value judgments. Everyone belongs,
everyone is welcome, and everyone
has a contribution to make.
Yet if this new reality is to become
1 source of personal growth and cul-

tural enrichment for all its members, teachers now need much more
than classes on handicapping condi-

tions. They need to be prepared
through both preservice and inservice education to become part of a

ReEulor dos.

31.3%

Definitions: Regular class includes students who receive most of their education in

a typical doss and wenn speciol education for len thon 21 percent of the day.
Resource room includes students who receive special education for 21 to 60
percent of the day.
Separate class includes students who receive special education for more than
60 percent of the day.
Source: U.S. Deportment of Education, Office al Special Education Programs

new school community where all students are both valued and expected
to learn.

Instructional Strategies
Rather than existing as a separate
system and set of resources, special
education must become part of a unified educational system to better ac-

special education become more readily available to intervene on behalf of
an% child at nsk regardless of labels.

uon and group experiences in school

But individualized instruction can-

should become as explicit about social-emotional goals as we have been
continued on page 33

not address all the needs of the regular classroom. Life is not a one-toone
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are not sufficient to adequately
prepare tomorrow's citizens. We
,
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continued from page 31
regarding academic expectations for
children.
Educational innmations such as co-

operative learning developed by
David and Roger Johnson. Robert

each subject in isolation and hoping
students will generalize the skills they
learn to the world around them.

Interdisciplinary teaching has the
added potential of helping students
see the relevance of school to their

team idea. I like the support of it, I
like the structure of it. I just really
enjoy it. It's really nice to bc able to
bounce ideas off somebody else."
Yet it is not always ea.w for adults to

work together. This is not something
we ourselves experienced in elemen-

Slavin, Spencer Kagan. Shlomo Sha-

own needs.

ran , and others have double value:
They do indeed enable children to

Teaming Approaches

tary or secondary school or in college. This is changing, as today's

Teaching can be a lonely profession.
Many teachers spend the majority of
their school day with students, in iso-

young people participate in cooperative learning at all levels.
But since today's teachers generally

lation from other adults. Although

did not have such cooperative group experience% school leaden must provide
support and practice to enable teachers
to master collaborative teaming.
Successful teaching teams have the
same components as successful cooperative learning groups: positive inter-

master important academic goals. but

they also teach children how to be
part of a social unit.

In addition, whole language approaches to reading and language
arts empower children to bring their

culture and experiences into the

classroom where they are valued and

become an integral part of the academic learning process.

Interdisciplinary teaching at the

middle school level challenges teachen to integrate their subject specialty

concerns into broader themes, current events, and the daily activities of

their students, rather than teaching

some teachers prefer this autonomy,
many are beginning to value opportunities to collaborate with their peers
as they work together to address the
needs of all their students within the
classroom.
Sometimes this partnership begins
with a general education teacher and

a special education teacher working
together. an entire grade-level team,
or a teacher and a teaching assistant.
One teacher told us, "I really like the

dependence, face-to-face interactions. interpersonal and small-group
skills, individual accountability, and
group processing.
Administrative support is crucial if
continued on page 35
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continued from page 33
teachers are to work together to address the needs of all their students in
a collaborative manner.

changeblock scheduling to allow

are regarded as passive consumers of

for team teaching across two consecutive class periodswill not be possible
minus administrative support.

'packages" created and developed

On the interdisciplinary teams at
four Syracuse middle schools, five

Without mutual and administrative support, teachers can feel overwhelmed by the demands of working
with numeroub different adults and

subject area teachers and one special
education teacher are given common
planning time during the school day
so they can discuss lessons and indi-

vidual students and share information about successful adaptations and
accommodations.
These teams are piloting interdisci-

plinary teaching, continuous progress, student portfolios, and a peer
support networking approach to create new ways to reach at-risk students
and prevent school dropouts.

These innovations are not easily
accommodated by the traditional
structure of the middle school day,
and what may seem like a simple

under totally different circumstances.
Many of the innovations described

in this articlefrom the broad construct of inclusion to specific curricu-

lar and instructional components

trying to touch base during lunch, before and after school, or while passing
in the hallways.

such as whole language and cooperative learningrepresent a new way of
doing things for schools.
Typically, program developers as-

Inservice Training

adopt a new model was to tightly con-

Educational researchers often have
bemoaned what they see as resistance
by school systems and teachers to innovations. They ask, 'Why don't practitioners enthusiastically and immedi-

ately implement the innovations
described in the journals?"
We think implementation of models will continue to be a problem as

long as teachers and administrators

sumed the way to get teachers to
trol staff development, provide
'teacher-proor materials, and closely
monitor all phases of implementation. We disagree.
We believe that unless teachers are
empowered and recognized as leader-

ship personnel who know their students and circumstances better than
anyone else, model implementation
continued from page 37
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circle. The Division of Special Educa-

will continue to be a problem. If teach-

tion and Rehabilitation has a long
and illustrious history of preparing

dict what tomorrow's teachers will

special educators at all professional
levels and an equally longstanding
positive relationship with the Division
for the Study of Teaching, which traditionally has prepared elementary,
middle, and high school teachers. All

Their historical role as producers of

ers are to be prepared for inclusion
or for anv other innosationthev must
take ownership of that innovation.

Task Fctrces Preferred

Who is in the best position to preneed? Universities have long been in
the business of believing they define

both excellence and innovation.

presenice teachers had at least a min-

new knowledge is an appropriate one
and likely to continue.
But the practice of teacher education must be far more responsive to

portant difference between a task force

imal introduction to special needs.

and a "train the trainers" approach is

societal changes and take far more se-

Previously, a "dual" program existed
that basically was two programs taken

riously the responsibility of modeling
the very innovations researchers promote for schools.
Preservice teacher education programs must play a proactive role in
modeling process and content that re-

We successfully have used a task force

model at school and district levels to
lead the way to new directions. An imthat the task force initially agrees upon
certain basic goals and premises. but
then is empowered to develop specific
plans as a group effort.
Our Stay In School Partnership Pro-

ject in the Syracuse middle schools.
for example, began with a few shared
assumptions and values: We would not
establish yet another pull-out program
and we would instead attempt to create conditions that would help at-risk
students consider themselves part of
their school communities.
Beginning with these basic points.
the task force then was empowered to
examine a variety of approaches and

components, slways weighing each
against a basic template of assumptions and values and selecting and
adapting those that made the most
sense for the gt )up.
Similarly, for z.hree years we have

supported small study groups of
teachers 2nd p. ronts focused on selected issues of i.,t-sest to the panicipants. For exampli.. one of our study
groups this year i.acludes eight teachers and parents from several Central

in parallelnot unlike the dual programs that exist in many schools of education. Meanwhile, the public schools
in Central New York were becoming increasingly inclusive. Even students with

the most severe disabilities can be

flects the best practices emerging from
research and development Staff devel-

found in regular classrooms.

opment at the insersice level has the

Walking the Talk
At SU, we decided we had to practice

what we preached: If schools could

become inclusive, then perhaps
teacher education had better keep
up. If teachers are being expected to

include, integrate, and incorporate
diversity into their practices. universitY-level teacher educators should
model those same practices and not
simply lecture about them.
Hence. since 1990, our undergraduates enroll in one Inclusive Elementary and Special Education Program
and complete a sequence of courses

designed to demonstrateand not
just talk aboutthe inclusive principles and practices increasingly evidenced in our schools.

advantage of being imminently flexible

and thus potentially can respond immediately to changing requirements.
However, the one-shot approach to
staff development has a long history
of not making a difference. Teachers
need more than being told or reading
about what they should do. Inseryice

training must be ongoing and dynamic and must empower practitioners and parents to support one
another as they define the shape an
innovation will take in their schools
and classrooms.
Barbara Ayres is a doctoral candrdate
in speaal educabon and Luanna Meyer
rs a professor of education at Syracuse
Urwersity's School of Educabon.

New York school districts interested in

multicultural issues for students with
special needs and heir families.
The group will meet monthly dur-

ing non-school times, select and
schedule their int, ,rmation-gathering process, learn about new practices, and prepare chemselves to be-

come a source of information and
mentoring to other teachers and
team members.
One of our most successful inservice activities of the past several years
was last year's open house sponsored

by the study groups. More than 100
teachers, administrators, and parents
came to hear their peers present what
they had learned and adapted for the
variety of regional circumstances.
At Syracuse Universim our teacher
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The McGill Action Planning System
(MAPS): A Strategy for Building the
Vision
Terri Vandercook and Jennifer York
University of Minnesota
Marsha Forest
Centre for Imgrated Education
The McGill Action Planning System (MAPS) is a
planning process that places primary emphasis on the
integral involvement of learners with disabilities in the
school community (i.e.. regular classes and other typical

labeled and inaeasing demonstrations of normalized
life in the community have led to two major innovations in education and human services individualized
planning processes for children, youth, and adulu with

school environments and activities). The seven key questions that comprise the MAPS process provide a struc-

disabilities. Firu, planning sessions are evolving to focus
on creating visions of an integrated life and determining

ture that assists teams of adults and children to crea-

ways to realize the visions (Mount. 1987: O'Brien &
Lyle. 1987). This is in direct contrast to old models of

tively dream scheme. plan, and produce results that will
further the inclusion of individual children with labels

planning that were based on a deficit orientation (Mammal & Bartel. 1975; Salvia & Ysseklyke. 1985). Second.
friends, neighbors, and family members are assuming
key roles in the planning processes (Forest & Lusthaus.
1987; Mount & Zwernik. 1988; O'Brien. 1987). These

into the activities, routines, and environments of their
same-age peers in their school communay. This article
provides a detailed description of the MAPS process.
including the structure used content covered. and the
underlying assumptions of the process. An example of
MAPS planning for an elementary age child with severe
disabilities is provided. along with suggested modifications that have been used for secondary age students.
The final discussion addresses practical considerations

are the individuals who can provide both continuity
and support throughout an individual's life. Three formalized planning processes have emerged that embrace
a futures and vision orientation and the integral involvement of friends, family members. and others who care
about and are involval in the life of an individual with
disabilities.

for using MAPS. including how it compleninus an
ecological approach to curriculum dereiopment and
areas requiring fiather development and evaluation.

The "Lifestyk Planning" process was developed by
O'Brien and Lyle (O'Brien & Lyle, 1987: O'Brien.

DESCRIPTOR& friendship. intevation. least restric-

1987). Lifestyle planning moves service providers, fam-

tive environment, mainsueaming. nonhandicapped
peas peer reiationships. teaming

ily members, and friends of the individual for whom
the planning is occurring through three planning activitiew (a) describing a desirable future for the individual.

The growing number of interpersonal relationships
of people with disabilities and their peers who are not

(b) delineating a schedule of activities and supports
necessary to move toward that desired outcome. and
(c) amepting responsibility for using available resources

and dealing with the reality of those rmources and

We wish to acknowledge Catherine Benham and the arcie

supports which ate not available. 1 ne basic questions
addremed by lifestyle planning center around five outcomes identified as essential for achieving an acceptable
quality agile. Them outcomes are referred to as accomplishments (O'Brien. 1987: Mount & Zwernik. 1988)
and include community presence. choice, competence.
tweet. and community parucimition. Thus., the basic
questions mid:eased with the lifestyle planning process
are: -Mow can we identify consauctive actions that will
improve the quality of life expenences for a panscular
individual? How can we increase that individual's community presence. choice, competence, respect. and
community parucapationr (O'Bnen. 1987. p. 178).

of caring people who puticipued in her MAPS Panning
salmon *ha. iss thank the students and staff at the Rosevale
Area Middle School for including secondary age students with
severe disabilities Into thew school cominunity. Tbey fill us

with bope
Development of this paper van suppartad in pan by tbe
Minnesota Integrated Educason Technical Assistance Protect
(Grant 3701047613) and the Um Itestrictve Environment

Prorea (Grant 0008630347411). The opinsoft expemed
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Miasma Depanment of Education or the United Sum
Depanment of Education. and no official endorsement should
be inferred.
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The "Personal Futures Planning" model (Mount.
1987; Mount & Zwernik, 1988) is a second futuresoriented process and is drawn directly Erom the lifestyle

planning framework. Lifestyle planning and personal
ktures planning have been used most often for adults
with disabilities and focus on their ptesence and participation at home, at work, and in the general community.

A third process. the McGill Action Planning System
(MAPS)'. (Forest & Lusthaus, 1987) is a planning process that places primary emphasis on the inclusion.
participation, and learning of students with disabilities
in regular education classes and other integrated school
settings. MAPS is a way to operationalize the assertion
that all children belong in a school community and to
promote the establishment of relationships with others
in the school community. Communities are built upon

relationships. Relationships develop through longitudinal interactions that occur when sharing c3mmon
places and experiences over time. Relationships are not
only one of the most valid markets for measuring a
person's quality of life, they are also viewed as serving
a function in social and cognitive development (Lewis.
1982). According to Hartup (1985), they are the context
in which basic competencies emerge. Second, they are
resources. Relationships are used to protect an individual from urea, as well as to assist in problem solving
(Erickson, 1976: Goodnow, 1984). Supportive and in-

terdependent relationships are essential for the community involvement of pawns with disabilities (Edgerton. 1967; McCord, 1983; Morreau. Novak. & Sigelman. 1980). Many persons with severe disabilities will

never be able to function independently in the wide
range of typical home, school and community environments experienced daily. They will be dependent upon
the willingness and skill of those who surround them to
provide the support necessary for their maximum par-

ticipation in much the same way that each of us is
dependent on others in our home, work, and community endeavors (Strully & Singly, 1985). By having the
opportunity to learn and grow up together. peers who
do not have identified disabilities will establish the
willingness and competencies to facilitate the panicpauon of peen with disabilities (Johnson & Meyer.
1985: Meyer. McQuarter. & Kishi, 1985).

Assumptions of the MAPS Process
The assumptions underlying and guiding the MAPS
process include (a) integration. ( b) incbvidualizauon. (c)

teamwork and collaboration, and (d) flexibility. The
first assumption asserts that all individuals, including
those with identified disabilities, should be educated in
typical school and community environments, including
regular claasei, and should be provided with the neces-

sary adaptations and supports to make this pouibk.
Ongoing interace_ms with and proximity to peers who
do not have labels is essential and preparatory for both
those students who are labeled and those who are not.
Use of segrepted places for instruction must be minimized. Instead. special supports should be provided in
regular education environments used by all students.
Second. the assumption of individualization recognizes

that each learner has unique abilities, interest& and
needs. The ultimate goal of the MAPS process is to
develop a plan that will meet an individual student's
needs in regular education settings. Strategies and adaptations for successful integration art individualized
also. Third, teamwork is essential to plan and implement the inclusion of learners with high needs (i.e..
those with labels of moderate to profound disabilities)
in regular education environments. MAPS capitalizes
on the creative problem-solving abilities of adults and
children who know and care about the individual for
whom the planning is to occur. Through collaborative
teamwork, the benefits of group problem solving can

be realized. Flexibility, the final assumption in the
MAPS process, is necasary, as even the most thoughtfully designed arategies and plans sometimes are not

successful and need revision. False starts should be
anticicated and a commitment made to ongoing probkm solving and change as needed. Initial objectives for
student involvement in regular classes and the supports
necessary to achieve individualized objectives may need
to be modified after tbe students actually participate in

regular dame: Changes may also need to be made as
team members acquire more expertise in the arta of
regular class integration. The saying that "What is can
be better and what u bar is fluid" (Assoc-anon for
Retarded Citizens Suburban. 1988. p. I ), captures
nicely the asence of flexibility.

The MAPS Process
The team includes the individual, family members.
friends, and both regular and special education personnel Given the current reality of learners with high needs
being based in special education classrooms. the special

education professionals are likely to know the child
better than regular educanon personnel. The regular
educators, however, are the experts on the goals. actIvWes. and routines that occur in regular classes. Both

' A video depicting the MAPS propos "With a Little Help
From My hods- is available for teams intended in learning
more about the process Write to the Come foe Integrated

are important psrocipants. The inclusion of typical

Education. Frontier College. 35 Jackes Avenue. Toronto. Ontario. Canada. MaT I E2. or Eveciauons Unlinuted. P O. Bon
655. Nowa. CO $0544.

fresh perspective on the needs of their peer with a

peers in the planning process is an CS3Cfltlii and unique
feature of MAPS. The children provide a necessary and
disability related to uwoiiremern in regular classes. They
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also serve a key role in supporting their peer with high
needs in regular activities and settings. Typical peers
help other team members to realize that the vision and
dream of being an accepted and valued memter of the
school community and the larger community can be a

reality if children have the opportunity to grow and
learn together.
Because the involvement of peers who know and care
about the individual is an essential feature of the MAPS
process, the planning should not occur until the student
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individual with disabilities when input is gathered from
all participants and conversation is not dominated by a
select few. The importance of each person's connibution should be clearly communicated by the facilitator
before the planning begins. The seven key questions
and a final reflection which compose the MAPS process
are delineated and discussed below.

What is the individnal's history?
Aside from the individual for whom the planning is

with disabilities has been a member of the regular

occurring, family members are the most important

education community, so that friends without disabilities can be identified and their involvement recruited.
Peers typically are identified by the ciassroom teacher.
based upon interest as demonstrated by the amount of

individual better than anyone else. Because of this.
family members, and the individual to the greatest

interaction and time spent with the student At least
two, and preferably three to five classmates have been
involved in the planning. In a MAPS session in which
only one friend was involved, the friend was uncomfortable participating, given the size of the group and
the disproportionate number of adults. For very young
children (kindergarten and first grade), classmate involvement might be limited to certain questions or the
planning broken down into smaller segments (e.g., three

I-hour sessions versus one 3-hour time block). The
MAPS planniii typically occurs in one or two sessions.

A minimum of 3 hours should be allotted to work
through the process. Addressing the questions that compose the MAPS process, however, will be an ongoing
activity for the educational team. The seven key ques-

tions are not carved in stone, and the facilitator may
chooee to address the questions in a different order or
eliminate a question if the information generated seems
redundant.

The participants are arranged in a half circle, with
the facilitator poeitioned at the open end of the circle.
The information and ideas geoerated during the process
am recorded on large chart paper, which serves as a
communication check during the session and as a permanent record when the planning is finished The facilitator can also serve the role of recorder. or an additional person can serve in that capacity. The facilitator
needs to be a person who is committed to building an
integrated school community in which the individual is

valued and provided the support necessary to be a
member of the class with same-age peers. The facilitator

needs good listening skills and an ability to facilitate
interaction among turn members in such a way that
they challenge one another to broaden their visions of
community and also make practical suuestions regarding the support and adaptanons necessary to meet the
needs of the individual in regular class senangs and
other typical school and nonschool environments. The
facditator must be comfortable interacting with both
the adults and the children and able to elicit input from
all passcipants. The best planning will occur for the

members of thc circle tecause they typically know the
extent possible, are asked to spend a few minutes talking

about the individual's history, including some of the
key milestones in the persons's life.

What is your drum for the individual?
This question is intended to get people to think about
their vision for the individual's future. They are encouraged to think about what they want and what they
think the person would want for his or her future. This
vision should not be based solely on current realities.
Dreams can become reality if there is a shared vision
and commitment to strive for that vision. In the realm
of dreams. the only certainty is that if we can't dream
it. we won't achieve it. The dream question forces the
team to think about the direction in which the individual is heading. This allows concrete plans to be made
for realizing the vision. This is not to say. however, that
the vision or the plans for achieving the dream are set
in concrete. The visions and resulting expectations will
be challenged continually as more is learned about how
to facilitate inclusion in the school community and as
postive outcomes are realized Depending upon the age
of the individual, it may be difficult to think about the
dream for the individual as an adult. If that is a problem.
team members can be encouraged to think about the
person 5 years from the present time or perhaps when

the individual is of high school age. The important
factor is not how far into the future the vision projects
but simply that a dream exists for an integrated future.
thereby providing direction and goals to strive toward.
What is yaw nightmare?
This is a very difficultpuesuon to ask the parents of

any child, yet an extremely important one. Parents
frequently relate the nightmare as a vision of their child
being alone. The nightmare presents the situation that

the members of the individual's team and others who
care for him or her must work very hard to keep trom
happerune.

Who is the iadividual?
Everyone in the circle participates in responding to

this question. The participants are asked to think or
words that describe the individual: that is. what comes

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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to mind when they think of the person? There are no
right or wrong words. Participants take turns going

on to explain that she considered herself a 'Type A'
pendeafisy and, as a result, was feeling that all of the

around the circle until all thoughts have been expressed.
Participants can pass if nothing comes to mind wben it

wonderful ideas generated durine the process should be
implemented right away. This provided the opportunity

is their turn to supply a deacriptor. When the list is

for other team members to assure the teacher that it

complete, the facilitator asks certain people to identify
the three words from the list that they feel best describe
the individual. Frequently, family members and peas
are asked to identify key descriptors.

was not their intent for everything to be in place by the
end of the week. Together the team immediately priored actions to be initiated, identified persons responsible. and established reasonable timelines for implementation.

What are the Individual's strengths, gifts, and
abilities?
So often when educational teams get together. they
dwell upon the things that the individual cannot do, as
opposed to identifying and building upon tbe strengths
and abilities of the individual. The facilitator asks the
participants to review the list describing the individual

vided here in an attempt to clarify and enrich the
previous description of the proem Catherine is a 9-

as a way to identify some of his or her strengths and
unique gifts. In addition, they are instructed to think
about what the individual can do, what he or she likes

the majority of her educational program in a self-

to do. and what he or she does well..

What are the individual's seeds?

This question provides an opportunity for all the
team members to identify needs from each of their
unique perspectives. When the list of needs is complete.

family, friends, and educators arc asked to prioritize
the identified needs.

What wield the individual's ideal day at alool look
like sad what must be dose to make it happen?
MAPS is a process intended to assist teams to plan
for tbe full integration of students with high needs into
regular age-appropriate classea. Frequently, attention to
this question begins by outlining a school day for sameage peers who do not have labels. Next, the team begins
to develop strategies for meeting the needs identified in

the pitvious question in the context of the regular
education day. Finally, initial planning occun for the
supports Deeded to achieve successful integration. As
learners reach middle and high school age, the ideal
school day will include instruction in both regular educauon and a variety of community instruction sites
(e.g., home, work sites, stores. and recreation settings).

MAPS ... Is a word
The last request by the facilitator provides an opportunity for feedback specifically related to the process
itself and, as such, should always be included. The
facilitator asks each person to describe, in one word.
the MAPS process. The adjectives supplied by team
members are usually very positive and affirming of the
process and the time they have spent planning together.
However, this is also an opportunity to share impressions or feelings that may not be completely positive. A
regular class teacher once put forth the word -ptessure
wben asked to descnbe MAPS in a word and then went

Catherine's MAPS
An example of the MAPS planning process is proyear-old child who attends a segular elementary school
in a metropolitan school district Catherine has received

contained special education class. As part of a school
district mini-grant project designed to increase the integration of studentv with severe disabilities into their
school community, Catherine increased the time she
spent with ber third grade same-age peers in typical
school settings. For the most part, this was the result of
wha. Biklen (1987) describes as the -teacher deals approach" to integration. This approach typically involves
a special education teacher establishing informal relationships with regular educators as a basis for increastng
the inclusion of srudents with disabilities in regular class
settings. Toward the end of the school year. Catherine's

educational team committed itself to participauon in
the MAPS process in an effort to plan more systematically how to further Catherine's intevation with her
third grade peas. The proms desaibed here represents
the team's initial formal attention to include Catherine
in regular third grade life. Since this initial planning
and subsequent implementation, much more has been
done as the team leIrned together and saw posiuve
outcomes for Catherine and her peers. Specifically, the
conclusion reached by the majority of Catherine's team
was that her needs were not being met most appropri-

ately with a model of "parual" membership in the
regular elaswoom. As a result. Catherine's team is now
in the process of planning for her full membership in
the regular ciarroom with individually designed :penal
educanon support services provided in regular education environments. The MAPS process has generally
been used with children who are established and fulltime members of a regular class, and that certainly is
the most desirable circumstance.
For Catherine's MAPS, the team included Catherine.
her mom (Diane) and 10-year-old brother (John). three
third grade friends (Jessica. Julie. Amyl, her third gracie

classroom teacher tMetta. special educauon teacher
( Marv). speech and language teacher t Rebecca), teach-
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ing assistant (Carol), and occupational therapist

(Sharon). Tbe third grade teacher sod peers already
knew Catherine because of her involvement in some of

their dais activities throuehout the school year. The
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What is yoer alabasters?

Diane's nightmare was that Catherine would be
alone.

facilitator and the team met after school on each of two
days and worked their way through the questions that
compose the MAPS process The first planning session

Who is Catherine?

began by having everyone in attendance intsoduce

drools- loved- SiStet eitioYable, book lover, likes people.

themselves and state their relationship with Catherine.
Name tap were used to help the facilitator and team
members remember names. Following is a summary of
the discussion and information generated relate to
Catherine for each specific question in the MAPS process.

What is Catherine's history?
Cathaine's mom, Diane, identified the members of
Catherine's family and then continued by sharing major
events in Catherine's history. Catherine experienced a
normal delivery and birth. At approximately 15 months
she began losing some skills and was later diagnosed as
having Rett Syndrome. Catherine went to a developmental achievement center when she was 18 months
old. and Diane recalled how strange it seemed to be
sending someone so young off to ''school." When the
time came for Catherine's transition to the public school
system, Diane was advised by a number of people to
send Catherine to the special school for students with
severe disabilities so that she could receive the services
necessity to meet her intensive needs. From Diane's
perspective. the problem with that option was that the
school served only students with disabilities. Diane
wanted Catherine to be around regular education students so that she could learn from them and have the

oppoetunity to get to know them. As a result of her
convictions. Diane pursued alternative seuings, and
Catherine was placed in a self-contained special education class within a regular elementary school in her local
school district.

What is your dream for Catherine as aa adult?
Diane's dream for Catherine as an adult was to see
her live with friends that she cared about and who cared
about her. Catherine's friend Julie saw her doing math
in sixth grade, and another friend Jessica was hoping

that maybe they could be the friends that live witb
Catherine when she grows up. Rebecca. the speech
teacher. envisioned Catherine in high school having the
opportunity to go out after school for pizza with friends.
seiecting a song on the juke box. and pLacing her own

order. John's dream for Cathetine included a cure for
Rett Syndrome and tbe two of them going to concerts
and movies together. A consistent theme throughout
the dream discussion was Catherine's involveniett with
family and peers who do not have ditabtlines.

r

Catherine's team generated an extensive list of descriptorE giggly, funny, endearing, charming, wiggly,
likes outdoors, chair tipper, likes to touch thinp, likes
vegetables. salad. McDLTs, baked potatoes bran, and
applesauce, smiles. nice, shining eyes, Anne Murray
fan, messy, excited. likes to be beid, loving, beautiful.
likes to look at faces, likes bright colors, likes to be resd
to, likes new clothes, and a friend.
What are Catheriae's strengths, gifts, and abilities?

Catherine's planning tern identified the following
strengths. gifts. and abilities: touches faces in books.
plays bongo drums, can walk, very social. which enders

her to others. cooperative attitude. great personalit
lets you know what the wants and likes, likes to tease.

recognues and remembers people, love of music.
-holds" the guitar (will place her hand on the neck
when assisted), has good friends, really tries, interested
in a lot of thinp around her, spending quality time with

third pade. (One of the most valuable aspects of the
MAPS process is evident in reviewing the responses to
this quesnon and the previous questions. which reveal
a positive view of the person and highly valued unique

characterstio. Stich a positive orientation assists in
designing a bopefid future.)

What are Catherine's needs?

Bemuse this was the last question that could be
covered during the first MAPS session, the discusnon
was opened up for geeeral response from all of those

present. instead of going pason by person. The list
generated was then mwritten on a large sheet of paper
and served as the starting point for the second meeting.
At the next meeting, family, friends. and educators were

asked to identify the needs from tbe list that they
consideted priorities and to add any needs they thought

were angina. Beginning the second sesnon in this
fashion helped the coup to focus on Catherine's needs
and have than clearly in mind before addressing the
next and final question about what Catherine's ideal
day would Look like. Priority needs identified by family

members friends and °ducat= art listed in Table 1 .
Other needs which were identified but not listed as
priorities by any group included: (a) hell) with hasic
needs such as dressing and eating, (b) an advocate. tc)
to do -Moulmein" (the friends explained that Mouserase was an acnvity in physical education class that
would be good foe Cathertne because of the movement
and that she would like it because of the music). and
RH a Strott. WM011 system outsidt the family.

Vuoncaok. York. and Forma
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Table I
Catherine's Priority Needs Identified by Fatady. Friends. and Edumors

For others to know she is not helpless
Music and time to limo to it
Affectioo
To be with people
To cbamie environmeno and surroundimp often
Healthy foods

Time
9:00-9:30

9:30-1000

Mom friends
Support to get mom pieces aad learn
dings these
A lot o( opportunoy to walk and use
tier bands
As an adult, to live in a small !some
with fries& in a community where
she is accepted
Tacklers to swept her
To learn to hang oat° the book when
a kited is rending with ber

More friends

.

Support to get more *as aod learn
things there
A lot of opportunity to walk and um
bee beads
Opportunity to let people know what
she wants and a way to communicate that with more people

To imam the opportumty and skill
to make more dawn
Affection
People to know bow to: deal with ber
seinims. belp her stand up. and accept and deal with ber drooling

Table 2
Tuesday Morning Schedule for Catbenn= Moving Toward the Ideal School Day
Poesibilioes for Change (proIrd grade day (=Tenn
Cathenne's day (current)
posed)

Take off coat
Use restroom
Adaptive P.E.
Breakfast

Work on lip dome. holding
the spoon. cb000ng objects sbe
wants

10:00-10:45

Educators

Friends

Family

Swuch censer

Transitioo to mem reaching.
touching picture. activating
tape player using niscrorwitch
(insure activity)

Smithies (could eat with

Pledge of Allem=
Seat wad direcoons
Spelling
Reading Group I
Others do teat work. write stories. reed silently

Pbriol

education

(10:00-

nooduabled peers if school arrival couicidtd)

Switch wive (in 3rd grade
reading)
Transition to center. reaching.
touching picture. activating

tat*
Physical ed.:cauoo (with 3rd
grade)

I 0:20)

Mouserciee. Exercise Express.
Use restroom

Reading Group
101451

El

(1015-

Skills MAI'S; to maintaining
mobility
ambulation aod
(weight shifting. balsam ructions. strength ex Mat I
Cooperation with peer panzer
Rem time

10:45-11:10

Reeding Group Hl (with 3rd

Reuling Group UI

Maintain curtest rctiviry with
3rd grade

grade)

Make' newton to floor. rewoods to grams from peer.
needles for soer's haat bokls
oato book. loolo ae book. do-

book. sakes mangos to
11:10-11:30

etanchns
Library (with 3n1 grade)

Library

Return book. cisme booL

Maintain cuirent acilviry with

led cede

look at a check it out. return

to elm
Whet weald Catberloe's ideal day as school leek like
awl whit mem be dam le maks et happen?
Because tbe MAPS maims for Catherine occurred
in lase March and early Aced. the planning wm viewed

as maely an initial oppeaunity to begin aeauvely
plannin( to meet Cathenoes Deeds in regular education
settings with her third grade peas. As was noted earlier.

the initial planning resulted in only panial inclusion
into the third grade. After ooe year of partial integration. however. the team consensus was that partial
integration was not meeting Cathennes needs. Plans
for NB inclusion are now uoderway.

The maul planning, which resulted in only partial

incluson of Cattteru with her third grade peert was
facilitated by delineating the acuvines engaged in by
the third gradas and those engaged in by Cathertne
dunng ha school day. The two schedules of activities
aod the hst of pnorny Deeds identified meviously were
displayed Ode by Ode. By doing so. brainstorming about

bow Cathenne could bare more of her needs met in
the same semnp as her thud grade peas was facktated.
Tabie 2 presenu a format for orpsuang the two scbedWes and developing a lin of powabie changes. Pkase

note that ume ran out for the secood 'APS sawn
before the entire school day could be addressed. With

the activities of the thud grade students dunng cads

MAPS: &lading Viso.

time period delineated. the team bepn to discuss ways
for Catherine to participate in each activity, and initial
goals and objectivm were identified. Atter Catherine
bad a chance to participate in the third grade activities.
the team was able to finalize priorities for instruction
and develop instructional strategies. The inaructional
programs developed for Catherine in regular classes
specified skills to be learned antecedent instructional
procedures. reinforcement and error correction proce-

dure& and criteria for change in nrocedures. Data
probes were carried out by tbe special edumtion personnel on Catherine's team. including the speech and
language teacher. occupational therapist, special education teacher. and teaching assistant. Adaptabons in
the form of personal assistance. materials adaptation&
and changes in curricular goals for regular class activities were necessary for Catherine and are likely to be
neassary to some extent for the inclusion and learning
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schedule to go to P.E. with Catherine 3 times each week

to assist in the development of an exercise routine for
Catherine that would meet her physical needs. It was
also decided that a dassmom assistant would learn the
routine from the occupational therapist and be available
to provide support on the other 2 days. The third grade
teacher added P.E. Msistant to the list of classroom
honors. so that them would be a peer partner for Catherine during P.E. who would act as a mentor for her
during that time.
For reading class, the speech therapist agreed to assess

the possibility of using a switch to activate music or a
storybook tape in the third grade clmroom while the
first reading group is in session and the other children
are doing seatwork. silent reading, oc writine. Catherine
and a peer could use headphones to listen to the tapes.
and the peer could help Catherine to activate the switch

to maintain the activity. In addition to the needs ad-

of each student with high needs in regular class settings.
The sheet of paper which depicted the priority needs

dressed by t!Tf,:-. activity or learning to activate a svntch

for Catherine identified by her family, friends, and
teachers was kept in view throughout the planning

opponuoity to les people know what the wants. opportunity and skill to make more choices). Instruction on
this activity in the third grade would address addiuonal
needs (i.e.. the opportunity for Catherine to be with
more people and to gain more friends. for others to
learn that Catherine is not helpless, to learn bow to deal
with her seizures, help her stand up, and accept and
deal with her drooling).

sessions. This provided a way for the group to validate
suggested activities and to remember identified needs.
In developing the day of possibilities for more inclusion
with peers, identified needs were addressed:
I. for others to know that Catherine is not helpless

2. to be with people
3. for affection

4. to change environments and surroundings
often
5. for more friends
6. for support to get more places and learn things
there
7. to walk and use her hands
8. for teachers to accept her
9. to learn to hang onto a book when a friend is
reading with her
10. to let people know what she wants and a way
to communicate that with more people
I I. to incline the opportunity and skill to make
mon choices
12. for others to learn how to deal with her sel..ures. help her mod up. and accept and deal
with her drooling

The largest change made in Cathennes Tuesday
morning schedule was a switch from physical education

(music and time to listen to it. use of her hands.

MAPS ... saword
The last request of the facilitator was to ask everyone
to describe in a word what they thought of the MAPS
process. The following list of descruitors was generated:
fun. creative, exciting. radical, awesome. overwhelming.

fantastic. joyful. great. helpful. enthusiastic, cooperative. enlishtetung, and hopeful. Use of the words ritdical
and overwhelming in this context need clarify:anon.
Radical was the word supplied by Catherine's 10-yearold brother John. It was not intended to coevey 'revolutionary" or exuerne" as defined in the dictionary.
but rather. -excellent." -ternfic." -great." Overwhelming was the word supplied try Cathenne's mom. Her
intention was not to convey a tense of the dream being
too large and unrealistic, but. rather. a sense of overpowering understanding. love, and commitment by all
members of the team to Catherine and her right and
ability to be an important member of her whool community.

in an adaptive physical education class to attending a
regular third grade physical educauon class in which

MAPS Modifications for a Secondary Age
Student

the activity is rnovemeet to mune. The third grade P. E.
period is 20 nun long and OCCUll 5 days a week. This

There are both programmatic and logistical differences between elementarv and secondary schooling
which result in several modifications of the MAPS

class was considered particularly good match for
Cathenne because she thotoughly ertioys music and

needs to have a lot of opportunities to move. The
occupational therapist agreed to make ume in her

process. Programmaucally. students with duabillues be-

gin spending pan of their school day in off-campus
community instructional uses te.g.. stores. wOrk UM)
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have been used (Mount. 1987; Mount & Zwernik.

Furthermore, increasing emphasis is placed on uansilion to adulthood. Logistical changes result from the
regular education departmentalization by curricular
arms instead of by grades. Students change dames and
teachers every period of the day instead of Illumining
largely in one dass with one teacher and a constant set

1988). In responding to the "dreams" gumbos, part of
the discusion can be directed at developing a vision of
life in early adulthood by askinF At age 21, where will
the individual live and work? What will these places be
lice? What will he or sbe do there? What community

of dogmata. Two practical implications of these

places will he or she use? Who will he or she spend time

changes from dementary to secondary programs for
MAPS are (a) determining which regular education

with? As sisdenU near ate 18, the final question of the
MAPS process can be modified to ask What would the
individual's ideal day look like? MAPS participants can
outline a day in the life of the person after graduation.
The purpose of these modifications is to smicture the

teachers and damnates should be involved in the
MAPS process and (b) planning for participation in
both regular dames and community instructional sites.
with an increasing focus on transition to adulthood.
The time of year during which MAPS occun and the

ways in which specific regular educators have been
involved with the student will influence wbo prnicipates. If MAPS planning occurs in the spring of the
year. planning will focus in part on the next school
year's educational program. as well as on developing a
vision for transition to adulthood. To participate in the
discussion regarding the student's gifts. strengths. tal-

ents. and needs, regular educators must have some
history of interaction with the student. Teachers who
have had the student in their classes. therefore. would
be invited. To asaist in selecting and planning for involvement in future regular classes.. knowledge of mule:. education course offering is required. The students grade level dean. counselor, or assistant principal
might be involved for this purpose. It is often difficult
to schedule MAPS so all the regular educators involved
with the student can participate. Scheduling must allow
those who have taken a special interest in the student
to be included.
For students with disabilities who have gmwn up and
attended regular climes with classmates wlso do not
have disabilities throughout their elementary yearn deternuning which of the peers should be involved in
MAPS is easy. By the time they reach secondary school.
friendships already have been established. For students
whose inclusion in regular classes and school life is put
beginning at the secondary level, identifying peers to be
involved is mere difficult. The relationships established

among elementary students that frequently are SUStamed through secondary years do not exist for students

with disabilities who were nor integrated during elementary years. Particularly it% these situations. the
MAPS proms should be scheduled only after the student with disabilities has been a regular class member
for at least several weeks. This will allow peers who take

an interest in the student to be identified. Another
consideration in detertruning peers for involvemeen at

both elementary and secondary levels. is to adenufy
neighborhood peen.
Given the increased emphasis on community-based
instruction at the secondary level and on transition
planning to adulthood, the following question modificanons based on et Personal Future's Planning model

discussion to crime a vision of an integrated life in
adulthood which can serve as the Imisis for identifying

priorities to address in the remaining years of public
school education. The resulting plan for a secondary
age student is a school day which includes instruction
in both regular class and community environments.
This is in contrast to planning for elementary students
in which the result is typically a school day of full
inclusion in regular classes with classmates without
Tbe longitudinal proximity to a relatively
constant group of classmates durins the elementary
years should facilitate the development of stable relationship' in secondary years.
Pornons of a MAPS session for Ed. a secondary age
student. using the modifications described above, are
provided in Table 3. Only the modified sections are
included. Table 4 presents a projected day for Ed postgraduation. There weft several interesting outcomes of

this process. Fust. the initial discussion related to
-Where will Ed live?" focused on remaining at home
with his family. As the discusson progressed. the vision
changed to focus on livins in a supported apartment
complex that has a variety Of itifilre facilities. Second.
in brainstorming employment possibilities, the initial

discussion canned on service industry options that
were conndered curient realities and then shifted to a
focus on work that capitalized on Ed's interests and
strengths. As a result, jobs involving =rig for animals
or delivenng mail in a large office budding, which

matched Ed's love of animals and tin pleasant and
social nature, were considered. Finally, atter outlining

a day in Ed's life postgraduation. team members remarked that priority instructional environments and
acnvnies could be identified essly from the outlined
day and from other information generated during the
MAPS session. They also felt hopeful and inspired
about the -nice life" that Ed could continue to lead.
Although the MAPS prices has resulted in many
positive outcomes for children with disabilities and their

fnends. families., and educational team members. numerous questions have been raised related to the pragmatics a implementation and the need to empincuI
validate. socially and educationally, both short- and
long-term outcomes.
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Table 3
The Dream for Ed as an Adult
Whew will Ed live? ... What will it be like?
Living at bome with his family
'Making about alternative living arraneements
SPend vssektods and summers away from family

Living at boosepmaibly having his own aree within menu' home. maybe with a roommate (e.g., apartment in

hutment)
Living claw to his family
Friends will visit and be will visit others
More independence

am to :bopping area
On a bus line
Close to recreation/leisure areas
Has a pet
Acumen with complete facilitier swimming. food SerVICe

bobbies. =cation. etc.
Where will Ed work?... What will it be like?
Washing dishesloading/unloading dishwasher

Zootake care of animals
Cloning business (motels. sParlments)
Lou of people aroundlots of action. acnvity going oo
Coworken to asust ... work as a member ofa team
Close to bus line
Car pool member
Acnon job. Somewhere he can move around. possibly out-

mentally referenced approach to Individualized Educational Plan (1EP) developmentr The MAPS process
complements IEP development in at least two ways.
First. in most instanc es. engaging in the process results

in a dearer sense of misaaon and a peat= sense of
teamwcck. Collaborative teamwork facilitates well designed and implemented IEPs. Second, the MAPS process is particularly useful in assisting teams to identify

priority environments and activities and to identify
student needs that can be addressed in those settinp.
An environmentally referenced curricular approach
(Brown et al.. 1979; Falvey, 1986; Nietupaki & HammNietupski. 1987) is merely expanded to include referencing regular education environments and activities.
in addition to domestic. recreation/leisure, community.
and vocational environments. Traditionally, the corn-

munity domain has been defined in terms of general
community functioning such as participation in stores.
restamants. banks. post offices. and other service environments. If an individual is of school age, however.
the primary community environment is the school. The
community domain. therefore, might be better conceptualized as consisting of two principal divisions. the

side (e.g.. deliver =wantons or deliver mad In office

general community and the school community. Learner

budding)

participation in both the general and school communities must receive attention an the IEP development
and implementation process. Part of the MAPS proce
delineates regular school environments and activities.
Specific 1EP goals and objecuves are derived from as-

Day me center
A job with routine
Large company
What community environments will Ed use?

YlsiCA =mon aims
Health club
Community education ... after work acuvities
Chumb social groups

Pubbc transputauon
Pizza place
Dances

sessing the abilities of the student in regular classes and
other typscai school and community environments. See
York and Yandercook (in press) for a strategy that can

be used in designing an integrated education through
the lEP process. Included are specific examples of skills

targeted for instruction in regular classes and related

Cattle =many

Kam club

Fax-food restauranu
Shopping aim
Laundromat
Sporting eventsTwins games
State fair
Who will Ed be around?
Coworkers
Friends the same age

Fundy
Neighbors
Opportunities for donne
Support staff
Sa jupsopie. waitresses. waiters

Club numbers/staff
Roommate
Sports teansco-ed league

Simons

IEP goals and objectives.

Another frequent inquiry is: How often do we do
MAPS. espeaally since It takes so long? A logical time
to use the MAPS process is as part of required 3-year
re-evaluations or. at the very least, at crucial transition

points in each learner's educational career (e.g.. preschool to elementary school middle to high school.
high school to adulthood).

Future Directions
The MAPS process has been used by the authors and
their ASICCLIM with over 200 school-age children with
moderate to profound disabilities in 50 school COMmutinies To date. the outcomes delineated with regard

to MAPS planning has been anecdotal in nature. An

Supervisor

empincal bans for the educational validity of the MAPS
process has set to be established. Factors that warrant

MAPS and IEPs
When considenng use of the MAPS process. teams
frequently ask: -How does MAPS relate to an environ-

study include tal the uulay of the process from the
petspecti% e ot vanous turn members ( i.e.. parents.
administrators. classroom teachers. special education

=ChM retated services personnel. and classmates I: ab )
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Table 4
An Ideal Day ia Ed's Life at Age 21
What will Ed's weekdays loc& like?

Ed lira in e high rise apartment bedding with a roommate tad a pes bird He has a job as a earner el a company. He has an
overseer.

MONDAY
6:30-7:00 Gets up to first alarm

1230-240 Beck to work

Shown/grooms. nnouiset" his hair

2.00-2:15

Dreams in the clothes be chose the night before
Takes his medication
Prepares brealtfast for himself
700
Eats, listens so radio (music)
Cleans up kitches. leads dishwasher
Feeds the pet
Brushes his teeth
Gets ready for work
Gets his money
7:30
Takes the elevate( to lobby
Goes to bus stop
Meets a friend to ride with
7:40
Beards bus
Starts week
800
Makes rounds as courier (delivenng mail) with
co-worker
Greets people
10:00-10:15 Break
-Talks" to people in break mom
Gets refreshments
Uses bathroom

2:15-400
4130-4:30

Break

Stela in remota
Joins co-workers
Looks at magazine. newspapers (sports Page)
Back to watt
Gets natty to eo home

Goes so the memo=
Goes so the bus sop

503-600

Arrives at home
Prtemes supper with roommate

Does choresvacuum& makes bed. and so on

600-6:30
6:30

Eats supper

acing Warn

Goes to restroom (cleans up (or lunch)
Goes to =Selena to purchase his lunch

Watcbet TY. listens to radio
Plays in softball pme with people from work
Dad is the coach
Family is there to watch and cheer
900-9:30 Partakes o( refreshmeets with team members
(no cowls)
930-10:30 Rides home with a friend
Calls mom (-checks in")
Chooses clothes for next day
Grooms
Says his prayers
Covers the bird cage
Watches tbe news. listens for weather report

Eats with a poup simple (oot the same

10:30

10:15-12:00 Back at worksame routine
12:00-12:30 Lunch break

700-900

GOINi to bed

Sets alarm

everyday)
Goes for a wslk

Makes piens foe evenmp with (needs

Stop m tearoom
'What a Nice Life"

short-terrn impact in the school and general community: and (c) long-term Impact such as lonvtudinal
relationships with pees and participation in typical
school and community activities.

Summary
For integrated educauon to be successful. several
aspects of current educational services will necessarily
chant& Special education personnel and resources will
change the focus of their service from one of educating
children in separate environments to one of providing
support and instruction in regular classrooms and other

typical school envtronments. Regular educators will
begin to include all children in their classes. Administrators will provide leade:ship and support building
personnel to build integrated school communities in
which collaborative teamwork develops among all educators.

MAPS is an alfirmauve process that capitalizes on
the tesources of classmates without disabilities and on
family members and educational service providets to

piars for the inclusion of children and youth with disabilities into regular school life. The process can assist
regular and spemal educators to merge resources in the
quest to build integrated school communities of benefit
to alL MAPS is oot intended to be beneficial only for
those students with high needs. All children benefit by
learning together. Learning to accept and value diversity
is a lesson that all members of the school community

must learn if we truly want our communities cc+ be
places where each individual is valued and belongs. We
believe pretuninary implementation of the process has
yielded many positive outcomes. Continued use. refinement and study of the process will yield aluable

information reprding the pragmaucs of implementation in educational systems and long-term outcomes
for ine!viduals with disabiLues.
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INCLUDING STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES:
SOME FACTORS TO CONSIDER
by

Janet Duncan'

The effort to create inclusive education requires the support of many people,

working from all different directions. There are many things to consider, each of which

builds on the other. Below is a list of those things that seem to be critical in this
process.

*A CLASSROOM STRUCTURE THAT IS INCLUSIVE
The students are working together in groups, helping each other accomplish

the tasks at hand. Peers are willing to help the student who has a disability contribute
to the class.
*ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
There is support at a building level as well as district level to promote inclusion

and acceptance of ALL students. The philosophy of full inclusion is stated and implied
by the administrators.

*A MECHANISM FOR DEVELOPING EXPERTISE AND COMMITMENT
Ongoing professional development and a willingness to try new approaches is a

key factor. Learning from other school districts and sharing the knowledge from within
enhances the overall effectiveness of inclusive schools.

'This section was based on a panel discussion which included Alison Ford, Linda
Davern, Roberta Schnorr, and Barbara Ayres, held in Syracuse, 1989.
1
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*HOME AND SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP
Schools that invite involvement from home-school associations are promoting

an atmosphere of inclusion within the community as well Schools that are inclusive
will help to promote full inclusion in the community as well.

*AN ACCOMMODATING CURMCULUM
The emphasis for curriculum development is individualization for each student.

Students are placed in regular classrooms, and their needs are incorporated into the
daily rhythm of the classroom.

*A FOCUS ON FRIENDSHIPS AND PEER SUPPORTS

All students help and support each other in an inclusive classroom. Friendships
are promoted and supported in a meaningful, natural way.
*INTEGRATED SUPPORT SERVICES

Supports are provided to each student as they need it, within the classroom.
Therapists work collaboratively with the teaching staff to incorporate therapeutic goals
into educational goals.

*FLEXIBLE SUPPORTS (FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS)
All supports should be as natural as possible, keeping in mind the needs of the
individual. Flexibility enables systems to respond to the actual needs of the student

and teacher rather than imposing a predetermined level of support.

a,1

*BUILDING-MEL PROBLEM SOLVING: A TEAM APPROACH
Figuring out solutions to your own problems within the setting can be the

mandate of a team on site. Sharing the concern with others in a cooperative
atmosphere will lead to creative solutions.

*SHARED OWNERSHIP AMONG SPECIAL AND REGULAR EDUCATORS

The students are no longer viewed as 'mine or "yours,' rather, the teachers
work with all students in a collaborative sense. The special educators and the regular
educators establish programs for students who have disabilities in consultation with
each other.

*ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOMMODATIONS
The buildings and classrooms are accessible with ramps and elevators as a

prerequisite; there may also be less obvious changes. Examples include bus
accommodations for class field trips, seating arrangements within the class, to name a
few.

All of these factors contribute to our understanding of what a healthy, inclusive
educational setting looks like for students who disabilities. There is no one way that is

the "correct" way; each school is as diverse as the next. However, when the abovementioned ingredients are incorporated in some way, you can count on the fact that

this must be a good place for all students to learn and grow together.
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12. ANNOTATIONS OF SELECTED BOOKS

TiTLE:

Effective schools for all

AUTHOR:

Ainscow, M. (Ed.).

PUBUCATION INFORMAlION: 1991
Distributed exclusively in North America by:
Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. Inc.
P.O. Box 10624
Baltimore, MD 21285-0624

Among the literature that addresses the need for inclusive education, this book
is unique in perspective. The contributors critique traditional practices and put forth
alternatives in view of information from fields outside of education, including sociology,
psychology, and political theory.
From this broad perspective, the first three chapters provide an understanding
of the need to redefine the problem of exclusionary educational practices as they exist
within an organizational and societal context. Chapters three through nine discuss
strategies for accommodating diversity such as assessment, evaluation, more
supportive staff roles, and teaching techniques. Though the general concepts
presented here are similar to those found in other literature, some of the specific ideas
are unique. The concluding chapters address the area of staff development with
specific strategies for promoting innovation through reflective practice.

TITLE:

Achieving the complete school: Strategies for effective mainstreaming

AUTHOR:

Biklen, D.

PUBLICATION INFORMATiON: 1985
Teachers College Press
1234 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, NY 10027

This book clearly examines principles and strategies for use in achieving
successful integration of students, including those with severe disabilities. into regular
classrooms 'xi neighborhood schools. Although there are separate chapters to
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address the particular role of several different groupsdistrict special education
administrator, school building principal, teacher, and parentthey emphasize and show
that each group becomes 'more effective when it understands the basic nature of the
other groups' roles.*
Coauthors of specific chapters include Robert Bogdan, Stanford J. Searl, Jr.,
Steven J. Taylor, and Dianne Ferguson. The areas examined include not only special
education/regular education issues, such as principles for currictium planning, but
also the basic aspects of organization and change that make mainstreaming work
Numerous case examples illustrate the complexities involved in mainstreaming, the
relationship of the process to the culture of schools, and the many critical issues
affecting the integration of special and regular education. Based on the experiences of
scores ci administrators, teachers, and parents, the material in Achigving the complete
gstggf has been drawn from two extensive studies funded by the National Institute of
Education and the U.S. Department of Education, and carried out simultaneously over
three years.

TITLE:

Schooling and disability: Eighty eighth yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education, Part

AUTHORS:

Biklen, D., Ferguson, D., & Ford, A.

PUBUCATION INFORMATION: 1989
University of Chicago Press
11030 South Langley Avenue
Chicago, IL 60628
(800) 621-2736

This book was written for the National Society for the Study of Education as a
comprehensive yearbook, examining issues in education and students who have
disabilities. Specifically, the authors explore the relationship of special and °regular'
education, and raise broad issues of ideology and policy, including examples of
effective educational practices. The book is divided into four sections: section one
envisions what schools might look like in order to include all students; section two
discusses the goals of education for students with disabilities and their place in
schools; section three focuses on current practims with an examination of educational
evaluation; and finally, the concluding chapter outlines a vision of educational reform to
build schools as inclusive communities. The main audience for this book is the
educator who is typically not a 'special` educator.

This book is an excellent resource for those who wish to become informed on
these issues of education and disability. The contributors include many perspectives
such as a parental viewpoint, an adult who has a disability, as well as the professional
perspective. It is highly readable in addition to being scholarly. The strategies and
themes which are mentioned in the concluding chapter are helpful, and could be
applied by schocr administrators. This book is a must-read for all educators.

TITLE:

The elementary/secondary system

AUTHOR:

Ferguson, D. L and various members of the Specialized Training
Program Schools Project

PUBUCATION INFORMA11ON:

For ordering information, call or write:
Dianne Ferguson, Schools Project Director
Specialized Training Program
1791 Alder Street
University of Oregon

Eugene, OR 97403
(503) 346-5313

The Elementary/Secondary System (ESS) is an on going project designed by
teachers to solve problems related to developing, implementing, and testing innovative
practices for elementary, middle, and high school strdents with severe disabilities.
Currently, seven key components are addressed, each in a set of material that can be
purchased individually. Following is a list of the seven components.
Component 1:

Activity Based Curriculum
a: The activity based IEP
b: Making Collaboration Work
c: Ecological Assessment

Component 2:

Innovative Instructional Strategies
a: Integrated group instruction
b: Programming and instruction

Component 3:

Organization: Planning and Information
a: Classroom management and information system
b: Information and management system for school
therapists

Component 4:

Achieving Student, Staff and Program Integration
a: Regular class participation system
b: Community leisure participation system

Component 5:

Transitions
a: Transition Planning System: Preschool through
high school

Component 6:

Making Changes
a: Program and teacher development system
b: Instructional personnel system
c: Building team consensus
d: Teacher work groups: Getting a little help from
your friends

Component 7:

Employment
a: Preparation for employment

TITLE:

Integration strategies for students with handicaps

AUTHOR:

Gaylord-Ross, R. (Ed.)

PUBUCATION INFORMATION: 1989
Paul H. Brookes Publishing
P.O. Box 10624
Baltimore, MD 21235-0624
(800) 638-3775

Written as an introductory textbook for regular and special educators in training,
this book represents a commitment to progressive inclusion for sVddents with
handicaps. The book is divided into three main sections: (1) the education of students
with different types of disabilities; (2) innovative techniques in integration; and (3) the
ecology of delivering services to persons with disabilities. Each chapter provides
practical information, with actual teaching techniques in real situations being put forth.
Not only is this book helpful for teachers, school administrators, and school
psychologists, but parents would also benefit from it
While the strategies for supporting or teaching students with specific disabilities
are helpful, it is important for the reader to recognize that each student is an individual
first, and that there are no prescribed techniques for teaching based on specific
disabilities. It would be erroneous for the reader to conclude that this is a 'cookbook"
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for integration and disability. The innovative techniques for integration span b 'vide
spectrum of options, and provide the reader with some interesting ideas.

TITLE:

Beyond separate education: Quality oxiucation for all

AUTHOR:

Lipsky, D. K, & Gartner, A. (Eds.)

PUBUCA110N INFORMATION: 1989

Paul H. Brookes Publishing
P.O. Box 10624
Baitimore, MD 21285-0624
(800) E38-3775

Creating exemplary programs for all students is the main impetus for this book.
The editors wish to challenge the division between special and regular education, and
offer suggestions for combining the dual systems. This bcok contains four sections:
(1) the background of special education and the current situation in education, (2) a
discussion of schools and classrooms with a focus on integration, (3) teacher
preparation, roles of parents, advocates, and the relationships of students in integrated
settings, and (4) the future of public policy and the views of disability in current models
of special education. The book would be helpful to teachers, administrators, and
those who are interested in public policy in education.

The book attempts to cover many issues in mainstreaming, and does so in a
coherent, theoretical manner. It is an interesting combination of strategies and policy
issues, and the focus of the book is broad. Sections of the book will appeal to people
for various reasons, but it is hard to say whether the whole book would be read in its
entirety by every reader. Nevertheless, it is a compelling volume.

TITLE:

Extraordinary children, ordinary lives: Stories behind special education
law

AUTHOR:

Martin, R.

PUBUCATION INFORMATION: 1991

Research Press
2612 North Mattis Avenue

Champaign, IL 61821

Reed Martin, an attorney involved in many of the legal cases which have
shaped special education law, uses his experiences to illustrate the key issues in
application of these laws to real lives. The stories of ten families are portrayed in the
context el 12 chapters, each addressing a particular issue. This book is most
beneficial to families who are struggling to improve their child's educational program.
Beginning with the basics, Martin explains the true Writ of the IEP, parental
irrolvement, evaluation, and designing individualized program. For the parent who is
not aware of what they are entitled to under the law, the book offers an understanding
of such services as extended school year and extended school day.

Though Martin describes cases in which what won were good procedure and
good programming for children", the reader who beeves in inclusive education for all
children is left frustrated by the weakness of the law. Decisions based on the letter of
the lave often do not lead to quality education. For the many parents who therefore
end up in the long process of litigation and appeals, Martin presents valuable
information on parental reimbursement impartial hearings, and attorney fee awards.

TITLE:

The comprehensive local school: Regular education for all students with
disabilities

AUTHORS:

Sailor, W., Anderson, J., Doering, K. F., Filler, J., Goetz, L, & Halvorsen,
A. T.

PUBUCATION INFORMATION: 1989

Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 10624
Baltimore, MD 21285-0624
(800) 638-3775

The main premise of this book is that all children with special needs should
have the option of receiving an appropriate education at their local school, which a
student would attend if he or she were not labeled. The authors present a
comprehensive educational service delivery model which extends the concept of the
LRE to the local school. Five age groups are presented in this book for discussion of
regular education placements: preschool, elementary, middle school, secondary
school, and young adulthood. School administrators would be primarily interested in
this book.

The authors pose the following question: How much and under what
conditions should students with disabilities be integrated in regular classes? It is the
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opinion of some people that this question does not adequately cover the issue. Some
advocates of integration would argue that all students, regardless of disability, should
be educated within the regular classroom. As long as the LRE concept exists, full
integration and equality for all students will not be realized.

TITLE:

Curriculum considerations in inclusive classrooms: Facilitating learning
for all students

AUTI-IORS:

Stainback, S., & Stainback, W. (Eds.).

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1992

Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 10624
Baltimore, MD 21285-0624

In the struggle to provide a better education to students with severe disabilities,
educators have learned a great deal about what is important for all children. Their
efforts have resulted in a movement toward inclusive education. This book provides a
thorough discussion of the underlying assumptions of inclusive communities as they
are applied to the classroom; guidelines for adapting and developing curriculum;
practical strategies for implementing curricular decisions; and ideas about
collaboration among school personnel, students, and families.

With a focus on curriculum, the book is most valuable to those educators
interested !rt developing inclusive schools and classrooms but who are struggling with
the question of 'what and how do I teach a diversity of learners?. Stainback and
Stainback provide a comprehensive look at the goals, strategies, and ways of
measuring success that is needed in bringing students with differing abilities together.
They also show how this approach depends on restructuring the ro!es of students,
educators, and families to allow for more collaborative relationships. Sections of the
book deal with each of these relationships.

The last section of the book deals with 'related issues such as the family's
perspective, extracurricular activities, and the current and future trends in this effort
toward developing more inclusive education. The most important contribution of this
book is the perspective it offers. Issues are addressed in terms of improvirt2 the lives
of all students.
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TITLE:

Educating all students in the mainstream of regular education.

AUTHORS: Stainback, S., Stainback, W., & Forest M.
PUBUCATION INFORMATION: 1989
Paul H. Brookes Publishing
P.O. Box 10624
Baltimore, MD 21285-0624

This book is an excellent compilation which addresses the merging of special
and regular education, and for educating all students in the mainstream of regular
education. Six major areas are outfined in the text: (1) an introduction and hittorical
overview of education integration and a rationale for merging special and regular
education; (2) three case examples of situations involving integration; (3) strategies for
enhancing quality and equality in integrated schools; (4) educational practices for
integrated classroom settings; (5) broadening integration and equality beyond schools
through family participation and community participation; and (6) concerns relevant to
the education of students in integrated schools and classrooms. This book would
appeal to a wide range of readers including teachers, parents, students, administrators
and advocates.

The organization of this book is excellent. Throughout the text there are 'points
to ponder which challenge the reader. The chapter on assessment procedures for
the classroom relies heavily on quantitative approaches, and could have included
qualitative strategies as well. This book is state-of-the-art in terms of integrated
education.

TITLE:

Restructuring for caring and effective education: An administrative guide
to creating heterogeneous schools

AUTHOR:

Villa, R. A., Thousand, J. S., Stainback, W., & Stainback, S.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 1992

Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.

Pfl. Box 10624
Baltimore, MD 21285-0624
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This book is a collaborative effort between professionals with regular and
special education backgrounds. The information presented is relevant to all
education personnel, policy makers, and parents. Using marriage as a metaphor the
book explores the issues of uniting the special and regular education systems.

The book has four sections beginning with a 'Rationale for Restructuring and
the Change Process. The opening chapters provide a foundation for educational
reform that embraces the responsibilities for children traditionally assumed primarily by
families. In order to effectively meet the needs of all children, schools must become
communities that support children in their need to belong and make a contribution.
Realizing that there is not one right way of creating an inclusive school, part H
describes the experiences and perspectives of several school systems that have
produced better outcomes for students. Part HI offers strategies to gain the support of
school leaders, policy makers, and the community in the change process. The final
section includes a particularly interesting discussion of the limitations of the concept of
the least restrictive environment. It helps the reader to understand that the changes
discussed in this book are based on the belief that inclusive education is a human
rights issue.
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